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The Blueskin Families 
 

The Lunams 

Although not directly related to our 

family, William Lunam and 

Margaret Robertson with their five 

children sailed into the Otago 

Harbour on 3 Sept 1860 aboard the 

Robert Henderson.  William went to 

Caversham where he died in 1878. 

Margaret died on 1 September 

1889. 

 One of their sons was David Lunam1 who married 

Edith Henry at the Waitati Church in 28 December 

1887.  

 David and his family went to Blueskin Bay where 

farmed. They would have been neighbours of the 

Sargison brothers whom they would have met on the 

 
1 Paternal grandfather of wife of husband of 1st cousin 2x removed of Craig & Allan SArgison 

Figure 1 David Lunam 

move  
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Robert Henderson.  Their granddaughter, Maud Isabella Lunam Shaw later 

married James Don after the death of his first wife, Alice Maria 

Sargison(1881-1944) , a niece of Henry Griffen Sargison.  

 

The Reids 

The Reids appear to have arrived in Otago around the same time.  James 

Reid2 arrived with his wife, Ann Christie, and daughter Isabella on the 

Robert Henderson in 1861, settling at Omimi. They would have known the 

Lunams and later their son would marry Susan Jane Sargison,3 one of the 

daughters of Henry Griffen and Mary Ann Sargison.  

 

The Andersons 

John Anderson arrived on the Bernida in 1848.  He settled in Blueskin 

where he had a sheep and cattle run.  In 1857, he moved to Wyndham, 

 
2 James Stevenson Reid was the father in law of Allan & Craig’s great aunt Susan Sargison. 
3 Great aunt of Craig & Allan Sargison.  
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where he remained till his run was needed for close settlement.  Then he 

shifted to Hawkes Bay, where he died.  

His son, also John Anderson, was in Dunedin in 1848 and employed as a 

shepherd.  With his father, he took up a run at Wyndham; he and his 

brother became the  first white men to visit Waikawa from inland.  He 

resided 30 years in Otago and then in Napier.4 

The Dons 

On 22 September 1858, William Don and his father, John, arrived at Port 

Chalmers aboard the Jura after a 92-day passage. William was 20 and his 

father was 51.  In 1870, William married Betsy McDonald, born in 1837 in 

Blairgowrie, Scotland. The Margaret McDonald aboard the Mermaid 

arriving in Lyttelton on 16 December 1862 may have been her.    

William and Betsy were established in Waitati and one of their sons, James, 

was later to marry Alice Maria Sargison.5 

The Hornes 

James Horne and Susan Yates and their family were on the Wellington 

when it arrived in Port Chalmers in 1875.  Clearly their daughter Mary Ann 

 
4 Papers Past | Biographical Notes of Settlers of the First Decade. THE OLD IDENTITY. (Otago 
Witness, 1898-03-31) 
5 1st cousin twice removed of Craig and Allan Sargison. 
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(Janet) met her future husband, Henry Griffen Sargison, on that voyage 

although they may well have known each other earlier as both hailed from 

Wisbec, Cambridgeshire. 

 

 

The Robertsons 

Another key Blueskin family.  Peter and his wife, Catharine Dickson, came 

out to Port Chalmers from Scotland aboard the Robert Henderson, arriving 

on 9 February 1858. They too settled in Blueskin. 
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Agnes Robertson, with her sister, Jane, and William Robertson with a 

family of eight arrived later that year on the Jura.6 Agnes went on to marry 

John Souness and after his death, William Sargison,7 who came out with his 

brother, Henry Griffen Sargison in 1875. 

 

 

 

 

  

 
6 http://www.dunedin.govt.nz/facilities/cemeteries/cemeteries_search?recordid=80164&type=Burial 

7 2nd great uncle of Craig & Allan Sargison. 
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The Blueskin 

Sargisons:  
Descent Line 

S1 Henry (Harry) Griffin Sargison 1856-1951 

2nd great-grandfather 

S2 James Henry Sargison 1881-1947 

Son of Henry (Harry) Griffin Sargison 

S3 Eric Duncan Sargison 1908-1978 

Son of James Henry Sargison 

S4 Allan James Sargison 1949- 

Son of Eric Duncan Sargison 

The Sargisons settled into Blueskin soon after 

their arrival. For almost 100 years there was at 

least one Sargison living in the district.  

https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738629
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738474
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738363
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S5 Georgina Elizabeth & Geoffrey Philip Sargison 

Children of Allan James Sargison 

 

The Sargisons were relatively late settlers, arriving on the Wellington in 

Dec. 1874. The ship, incidentally, was of 1,250 tons, new and built for 

Patrick Henderson which later 

amalgamated with Shaw Savill.8 This 

ship was approximately twice the 

tonnage of the Philip Laing, Such was 

the demand for emigration and the 

advancement of technology! 

Aboard were Henry (Harry) Griffen Sargison9, 

born in December 1856 at Parson Grove, Wisbech, 

Cambridgeshire and his elder brother,  William 

George Sargison,10 born in 1852. 

 

 

 
8 http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-Bre01Whit-t1-body-d13.html 

9 The great grandfather of Allan & Craig. 
10 This was Allan & Craig’s 2nd great uncle. 

https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/172004169338
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William George Sargison 1852-95) 

 

When William George 

Sargison11 was born in 

1852 in Parson Drove, 

Cambridgeshire, his father, 

Michael, was 22 and his 

mother, Jane, was 25. He 

had two brothers and four 

sisters.  

He emigrated from 

Cambridgeshire to New 

Zealand in 1875 aboard 

the Wellington with his 

brother, Henry “Harry” 

Griffen Sargison.   The two 

brothers each purchased 

land in Waitati or Merchiston. 

In 1883, William married Agnes Robertson (1838-1925) at Merton 

Presbyterian Church. Agnes had arrived in New Zealand on 22 September 

1858 at Port Chalmers aboard the Jura. She and her family came from 

Marnoch in Banffshire, Scotland.  

 

 
11 2nd great uncle of Craig & Allan 
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Agnes had previously been married to John Souness who died in 1877, 

leaving her with five  children. It is believed William took these children, 

teenagers at the time, although one was much younger, into his household. 

One son, Peter Souness (1866-1911) became the chemist and later the 

mayor of  Kaitangata. He lost 

a son in World War 1 in 

Belgium. The Souness family 

lived in Waitati although at 

some point Agnes and John 

had moved to East Taieri. 

John died in Waikouaiti. 

William and Agnes had no children of their own. It appears that they spent 

their lives largely in Blueskin where William was a surfaceman (road 

worker).  
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Figure 2 Peter Souness, Kaitangata Chemist 
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S1 Henry “Harry” Griffen Sargison 

Henry (Harry) Griffin Sargison was born in Parsons Drove, Cambridgeshire 

in December 1856; his father, Michael, was 26 and his mother, Jane, was 

29. The Griffen in his name came from his mother’s surname but why it 

was spelt differently (but not consistently) is unknown. Multiple spellings 

of names were not unusual. 

 On 15 May 1876, Harry married Mary Ann Horne 

from Leverington in Cambridgeshire. Harry and his 

brother, and the Horne family had all emigrated to 

Otago aboard the same ship the previous year. Harry 

and Mary Ann had three sons and three daughters. As 

noted above, he bought land near Waitati and seems 

to have kept this for many years.  
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At some point, the family moved to Omimi where Mary Ann died, aged 51, 

on 19 September 1907. She may well have been ill for some time as the 

newspaper death notice read “Rest after suffering”. Her death certificate 

was signed by the coroner after a jury investigation which concluded that 

she died of pneumonia and cardiac failure.  Given that she died at Seacliff 
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Hospital and there was a coronial enquiry, there was certainly more to it 

and suicide cannot be discounted. This has some anecdotal support. One of 

her daughters, Laura Mary, died at Sunnyside Hospital in Christchurch in 

1955, so there may have been some form of mental illness in the family. 

Ada Burgess 

Following Mary Ann’s death, Henry married Ada Burgess in 1918. She had 

come out to Otago aboard the Jura in 185812 from Leicestershire and died 

in Goodwood in 1926. She was buried at St Barnabas in Warrington.13  

Interestingly it seems to have been a 

double wedding; he and Ada married 

at the same time as Harry’s niece, Alice 

Sargison,14 who had recently come out 

to New Zealand  and was living in Goodwood with them. She married James 

Don. The Dons became an established Blueskin family. 

For the duration of the marriage, Henry and Ada lived in Goodwood, where 

Henry worked for the railways. It 

seems that her death in 1926 followed 

an illness, as the adjacent 

acknowledgement suggests.15 

 
12 
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19071015.2.77?page=28&query=sargison&titl
e=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLW
M%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%
2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2
CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA 
 
13 Block 4, plot 1. 
14 A first cousin 2 x removed of Craig & Allan Sargison. 
15 Papers Past | Page 10 Advertisements Column 2 (Otago Daily Times, 1926-03-27) 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19071015.2.77?page=28&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19071015.2.77?page=28&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19071015.2.77?page=28&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19071015.2.77?page=28&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19071015.2.77?page=28&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
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Goodwood 

Goodwood is about 50km north of Dunedin. It was first settled by an early 

Scandinavian settler, Charles Suisted, who came to Otago via Australia and 

Wellington.16.  According to Suisted's son, James, the final decision to leave 

Wellington was made, 'because of the disturbed state of the Maoris, and 

because of the earthquakes … I have heard my father say, that during those 

earthquakes the ground was almost in continuous motion for 35 days.' 

In 1848 Suisted paid £200 for 550 

acres of land near Pleasant River in 

North Otago. Being the first 

European to settle in the area, 

Suisted and his family may truly 

claim to be among the founders of 

the province. He named his new 

property Goodwood and eventually the entire district took on this name.  A 

barn-like structure was built initially to house the family. It was their home 

for at least eleven months. After the family moved to their new homestead 

in 1851, the structure was converted to stables, which amazingly still stand 

today under the protection of the NZ Historic Places Trust.17 

 
16 http://www.nzsba.nz/latest-news/news-archive/October-2013/Swedish-Pioneer 
 
17 After buying the Goodwood block, Suisted moved quickly to establish squatting rights further north over 
Kakanui and Otepopo, stretching from the Wainakarua to the Awamoa Creek near Oamaru. An outstation was 
established at Waianakarua in 1848 and a shepherd was installed to look after the holdings. These were the 
first European farm buildings to be erected in North Otago, which was a significant milestone in the history of 
the district. When the new tenure system came into force Suisted made haste to legalise his position and the 
licenses to these new blocks, containing circa 50,000 acres (20,234 hectares), were granted in 1852 
 

Figure 3 Goodwood on peace day 1918 

http://www.nzsba.nz/latest-news/news-archive/October-2013/Swedish-Pioneer
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Sarah Omand 

After Ada’s death 

in Goodwood, 

Henry moved 

back to Waitati, 

where he met 

and married 

Sarah Barbara 

Omand in 1929.  She had been 

born in 1895 in East Yell, 

Shetland. She and her son, Robert Mitchell 

Omand, born on 1 March 1925 in Lerwick, East Yell, were living in Blueskin.  

Actually there was a little grouping of Omands in the area.  Two of her 

brothers William and David, both farmers, came out in 1924. Two sisters 

Catherine and Mary Isabella also came out, perhaps with Sarah but no 

dates have been found.  They lived in Blueskin. 

Henry and Sarah had two children together:  

John Martin who died in infancy, and 

Harriet. Henry also adopted Sarah’s son, 

who became Robert David Mitchell18 

Sargison.Sarah was apparently active on the 

farm (Henry was by this time well over 70!), 

winning prizes at the local Blueskin Show. 

She was also able to secure local body 

approvals for such projects as erecting a 

gate across a road. 

 
18 Robert Mitchell Oman, 1854-1906 was Sarah’s father. 

Figure 6 Robert David Mitchell 

Sargison 

Figure 4 Sarah Omand 

Figure 5 Sarah's mother 

Robina? 
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Sarah outlived Henry, dying in July 1954 at the relatively young age of 59. 

Quite apart from his longevity and his three 

wives, Harry was somewhat unusual in a number 

of ways. It does seem odd that he buried both 

Mary Horne and Ada Burgess in the same grave 

in Warrington, 19 years apart.  It is indeed a 

beautiful churchyard and was doubtless a good 

use of space but….  

 

 

The Shetlands  

 The Shetland Island19s, also called Zetland or Shetland, are a group of about 100 islands, fewer than 

20 of them inhabited, in Scotland, 130 miles (210 km) north of the Scottish mainland, at the 

northern extremity of the United Kingdom. Although not well known by New Zealanders in general, 

the Shetlands provided many emigrants to New Zealand most notably, perhaps Sir Robert Stout the 

notable politician and Chief Justice who arrived in 1863.  

Sarah Barbara Omand came from East Yell to Blueskin.  Her two brothers, 

William and David came to 

New Zealand in 1924n  Sarah, 

her son Robert Mitchell Omand 

and her sisters Mary Isabella 

and Robina appear to have 

come later and settled in 

Blueskin along with William. 

 
19 https://www.britannica.com/place/Shetland-Islands-Scotland 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Scotland
https://www.britannica.com/place/Shetland-Islands-Scotland
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David took up farming in the Kaitangata area.  

They came from a long line of descent in the Shetlands and primarily on 

East Yell.  The names vary between  Oman, Omand and Omond, but all 

originate from the Orkney and Shetland Isles, and in particular the Isle of 

Yell. The name is almost certainly of Norse-Viking pre 10th century origins, 

as these were areas very much controlled by the Scandinavian invaders of 

the Dark Ages, and it is claimed, derives from either of two personal names. 

This may be the compound "Hamundr", composed of the elements "ha", 

meaning high and "mundr" protection, or from another personal name 

"Amundr", comprising the elements "a" meaning an ancestor and again 

"mundr". Both could be translated as meaning "high protector", but not too 

much credence should be given to a translation, as with many compound 

personal names of this period of history between the fall of the Roman 

Empire in the 5th century and the coming of Emperor Charlemagne in the 

9th, there is often little apparent logical relationship between the two 

elements. Early examples of the surname recording include: Thome 

Omond of Kirkbuster in the year 1530, Edduard Homonsone of Orkney in 

1546, and Edward Oman of the same place, in 1576. Richard Eumound was 

recorded in Clouston in 1602, whilst Robert Omond was a resident of 

Kirkwall in 1647. Throughout the centuries, surnames in every country 

have continued to "develop," often leading to astonishing variants of the 

original spelling20 

. 

 
20  https://www.surnamedb.com/Surname/Omond 

https://www.surnamedb.com/Surname/Omond
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Feuding brothers 

Family and indeed non-family stories abound of two Sargison brothers 

who lived in Blueskin but did not speak and indeed at times insisted that 

they were not related.  Clearly Harry and William Sargison had a major 

falling out. Just what it was about is unknown.  It could have been that they 

both wanted to marry Mary Horne, whom they met on the voyage out.  A 

more likely reason is that they disagreed about helping their sister, Agnes, 

in her time of need. After she was accused of murdering her illegitimate  

baby, she wrote to William, seeking for help to get a lawyer to defend her.  

He was not well off and almost certainly he asked Harry for his support; 

Harry may have refused. 

When William died at a relatively early age, Henry inserted two somewhat 

unusual death notices, neither of which mentioned William’s widow:21  

 

There was no mention of his wife who survived him! 

 

 
21 Otago Daily Times, 24 May 1895. 
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Quite why he asked his friends to attend and why there was no mention of 

the widow is uncertain.  The former could indicate some measure of 

remorse for his treatment of William? 

Henry retired from the Railways after a career of 35 years. 

The adjoining 1899 report 

probably relates to Harry.22 

It is possible that he stood for the 

Blueskin mayoralty in 1888/9.23 If so the reference in the newspaper to the 

Jura in 1858 is wrong.  There is no further corroboration in newspapers. 

Together with his adopted son, Robert David Mitchell Sargison, Henry 

owned a farm two miles from Waitati, comprising  97 acres with: 

• 56 head of cattle 

• 35 gallons milk per day 

• 5 horses 

• 12 acres of oats 

This was enough to have produced a good income at the time.  It was sold 

in December 1949 for L2,600.24 

 
22 https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OAM18991020.2.14?end_date=31-12-
1900&page=5&query=william+sargison&start_date=01-01-
1839&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM
%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2
CTT%2CWSTAR%2CCHARG%2CGRA%2CGEST%2CIT%2CKUMAT%2CLTCBG%2CWCT%2CWES
T%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%
2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA&type=ARTICLE 
 
23 freepages.rootsweb.com/~nzbound/genealogy/oesa.htm - Mr Henry Sargison (57), Omimi, 
Jura, 1858 ... Mrs Alice Wilson, Hart street ... to stand for election as Mayor in the year of the New 
Zealand and South Seas . Note there is no Sargison on the passenger list but there are some 
Wilsons who could include Alice. 
 
24 Blueskin Days 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OAM18991020.2.14?end_date=31-12-1900&page=5&query=william+sargison&start_date=01-01-1839&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CCHARG%2CGRA%2CGEST%2CIT%2CKUMAT%2CLTCBG%2CWCT%2CWEST%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA&type=ARTICLE
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OAM18991020.2.14?end_date=31-12-1900&page=5&query=william+sargison&start_date=01-01-1839&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CCHARG%2CGRA%2CGEST%2CIT%2CKUMAT%2CLTCBG%2CWCT%2CWEST%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA&type=ARTICLE
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OAM18991020.2.14?end_date=31-12-1900&page=5&query=william+sargison&start_date=01-01-1839&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CCHARG%2CGRA%2CGEST%2CIT%2CKUMAT%2CLTCBG%2CWCT%2CWEST%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA&type=ARTICLE
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OAM18991020.2.14?end_date=31-12-1900&page=5&query=william+sargison&start_date=01-01-1839&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CCHARG%2CGRA%2CGEST%2CIT%2CKUMAT%2CLTCBG%2CWCT%2CWEST%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA&type=ARTICLE
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OAM18991020.2.14?end_date=31-12-1900&page=5&query=william+sargison&start_date=01-01-1839&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CCHARG%2CGRA%2CGEST%2CIT%2CKUMAT%2CLTCBG%2CWCT%2CWEST%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA&type=ARTICLE
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OAM18991020.2.14?end_date=31-12-1900&page=5&query=william+sargison&start_date=01-01-1839&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CCHARG%2CGRA%2CGEST%2CIT%2CKUMAT%2CLTCBG%2CWCT%2CWEST%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA&type=ARTICLE
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OAM18991020.2.14?end_date=31-12-1900&page=5&query=william+sargison&start_date=01-01-1839&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CCHARG%2CGRA%2CGEST%2CIT%2CKUMAT%2CLTCBG%2CWCT%2CWEST%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA&type=ARTICLE
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In 1948, there was a dramatic hedge fire at the Evansdale property.  Harry 

and Sarah subsequently inserted a thankyou note in the Otago Daily Times, 

thanking passersby and locals who stopped to help them extinguish it.25 

 
25 
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19481105.2.9.7?page=42&query=sargison&title=NZTR%
2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2C
MTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2C
AG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML
%2CTHD%2CWDA 
 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19481105.2.9.7?page=42&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19481105.2.9.7?page=42&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19481105.2.9.7?page=42&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19481105.2.9.7?page=42&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19481105.2.9.7?page=42&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
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Harry died in 1951 in Dunedin, Otago, at the age of 94, and was cremated. 

Figure 7 Harry (seated) &son  James Henry Sargison c 1948 
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S1 A Harriet Sargison26 

Harriet was born in Waitati to Henry Griffen Sargison and his third 

wife, Sarah Omand in 1930. 

 

She was 

clearly a 

bright girl, 

consistently winning school excellence awards for academic subjects 

as well as sewing. In 1938, for example, when she was in Standard 1, 

she got 1st equal overall and the sewing prize!  She had an interest in 

the farm and took up exhibiting at the Blueskin Show, following in the 

footsteps of both her parents – and with evident success. 

She appears to have stood for Dunedin Central in the Otago district 

elections in 1946.27 

Although there was ongoing contact with Doreen in particular after 

Harriet married Gordon Clark, we actually have little specific 

information about her. She did have at least two children. 

 
26 Harriet was the great aunt of Craig & Allan Sargison and Eric’s aunt which slightly irritated Doreen and to a 

lesser extent Eric! 

27 https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19461116.2.134?end_date=31-12-

1950&phrase=2&query=harriet+clark&start_date=01-01-

1920&title=OW%2CODT&type=ARTICLE%2CADVERTISEMENT 

Figure 8 Harriet 

with young cousin 

Don 
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She died in 2018 and 

was buried with her 

mother, Sarah 

Barbara Omand at 

Blueskin Cemetery 

in Waitati.   
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S2 James Henry Sargison,28 Georgina Betson 

Cunningham & Mary Ann Steele 

 

 

 

When James Henry Sargison was born in 1881, his 

father, Henry, was 25 and his mother, Mary Ann, was 

25.  

Not a lot is known about his early life although he did 

well at school, as the following 1888 prize list for 

Union St School in Dunedin shows: 

 

 
28 Grandfather of Allan & Craig Sargison 
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He trained as a teacher, working in many schools around New Zealand until 

the many court cases associated with his second marriage ended his 

career.  

He first married Georgina Betson Cunningham at 

St Pauls in Oamaru on 2 August 1906.  They had 

one son together. Perhaps while he was courting, 

he entered in the North Otago Cycling Club races 

in the one mile novice class.29 

Georgina came from the Waitaki Valley where her 

parents farmed.  She was born some months after her father, George 

Duncan Cunningham drowned in the Waitaki River, which was announced 

in the Mt Ida Chronicle.30 There were several relations in Oamaru with 

 
29 Papers Past, Oamaru Mail, 11 January 1899. 

30 
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/MIC18780907.2.3?query=george+d+cunningham&title=AHCO
G%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%
2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR 

 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/MIC18780907.2.3?query=george+d+cunningham&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/MIC18780907.2.3?query=george+d+cunningham&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/MIC18780907.2.3?query=george+d+cunningham&title=AHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR
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livery stables and coachbuilding businesses.31  

 

Her mother, Anne Jack, also died young ,when Georgina was only five.  It 

seems likely that she was then looked after by her aunt, Margaret Strachan 

(nee Cunningham) who was living in Oamaru.  Georgina’s wedding 

reception was held at Mrs Strachan’s house. 

Georgina’s grandmother was Betson Wilson who married Robert 

Cunningham and moved to Australia from Fife in 1854 aboard the 

Fullwood. The Cunninghams moved to Otago around 1860; their son, 

James, was born in Tuapeka in 1861 and died in Oamaru in 1904.  The 

“Betson” name goes back at least four generations to Betson Turpie, born 

 
31 Picture from Erik Olsen, A History of Otago,  
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in 1787 and married to a John Wilson; her father was a John Turpie but I 

have not traced the 

name further back.   

As noted, the 

wedding of James 

and Georgina (or at 

least the reception) 

was held at the 

home of Georgina’s 

aunt, Margaret 

Strachan (nee 

Cunningham), 134 

Thames St., 

Oamaru.32   

It is believed that Margaret’s husband, William Strachan, was a bank 

manager. It was not Margaret’s first incursion into hosting weddings. 

While living in Melbourne, she had hosted her brother, James’s wedding to 

Catherine Orr.  

 
32 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19060829.2.189?page=68&query=sargison&title=NZTR%

2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2C

MTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2C

AG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML

%2CTHD%2CWDA 

 

Figure 9 James Henry Sargison & Georgina Betson Cunningham's 

wedding. At rear on opposite sides Eva Landels & Henry Griffen Sargison 

with the best man who was possibly his brother William. James and 

Georgina are in the middle with unknown bridesmaids. 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19060829.2.189?page=68&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19060829.2.189?page=68&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19060829.2.189?page=68&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19060829.2.189?page=68&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19060829.2.189?page=68&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
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Of the wedding party, the two young flower girls are: Irene Cunningham 

was a cousin of Georgina, born in 1895 to her uncle, Thomas Cunningham 

and his wife, Mary Adams. Irene was to marry John Francis Aubrey in 1925; 

and Olive Agnes Cunningham, another cousin, born in 1896 to Georgina’s 

uncle, James Cunningham and 

his wife Catherine Orr. She 

later married Robert Young. 

After their marriage, Georgina 

and James resided in Wairuna 

where James was the 

schoolmaster. It is named 

after a prominent peak 

between Conical Hill and 

Otaraia and was then a sheep farming district some 40km west of 

Balclutha.  It was part of the Poputuna Estate, with settlement beginning in 

1863. An influx of Highland Scots gave the district the nickname of “little 

Aberdeen”. All that said, it was somewhat isolated, certainly compared to 

Oamaru. 

They were only there for perhaps 18 months before moving to Oamaru 

where their only son, Eric, 

was born in 1908.  James 

taught at Oamaru Middle 

School as 1st assistant and 

was a captain in the school 

cadets.  It must have been 

a good time for Georgina, 

being amongst her family. 
Figure 10 West Taieri School as it became in recent years 
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Then, in 1911, they 

moved to Woodside.  

James was the school 

headmaster.  There 

tragedy struck; Georgina 

died in 1912 and was 

buried in Oamaru at the 

Oamaru Presbyterian 

Cemetery on 24 August.33  

As with the wedding, the coffin and funeral cortege  left her uncle and aunt 

Strachan’s house but this time the location was Eden St. 

Her death was recorded as resulting from appendicitis/toxaemia after a 5- 

day illness. 

Marriage & Divorce from Mary Ann Steele (1881-1934) 

  

Left with a young son to bring up, James was 

quick to move on, probably too quick!  After a 

broken engagement in 1913, he married Mary 

Ann Steele34 in 1914. The couple spent the next 

20 years trying to get rid of each other!  

The first sign of dysfunction was the auction of 

the total contents of their home at 123 Knowles 

St in Fendalton, Christchurch in 1917. 

 
33 Block 6, plot 21.  I remember Eric, her son trying unsuccessfully in the 1960s to find the grave. 
34 Her parents were Robert Steele (1845-1869) & Mary Anne Moore (1844-1910) born in Ireland. 
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Mckenzie & Willis. THURSDAY NEXT, 29th NOVEMBER,1917 

Commencing at 1 o'clock. AUCTION SALE OP NEARLY NEW AND 

CHOICE FURNITURE. CONTENTS OF FIVE ROOMS. ON ACCOUNT OF J. H. SARGISON, ESQ., who is giving up 

housekeeping. ON THE PREMISES, 123 KNOWLES STREET, ST. ALBANS. (Take Papanui Cars to Knowles Street.) 

THE WHOLE OF HIS PRACTICALLY NEW AND CHOICE FURNITURE AND HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS, including:— 

QUAINT BUNGALOW SIDEBOARD IN FIGURED RIMU, EXTENSION DINING TABLE TO MATCH, 5 HIGH-BACK 

DINING CHAIRS AND CARVER CHAIR with slip-oiit seats, LISKURL HEARTH RUG, BRASS RAIL FENDER, NEARLY 

NEW UPHOLSTERED WICKER CHAIRS, OAK FRAMED PICTURES, AXMINSTER HALL RUNNER, HALL STANDS, 

Palm Stands, NEARLY NEW OAK DROP-HEAD SINGER SEWING MACHINE (LATEST 66 MODEL), Liskurl Slip 

Mats, LINOLEUMS, Vases, Ornaments, Axminster Hearth Rugs, MASSIVE DOUBLE WOOD BEDSTEAD AND IDEAL 

WIRE MATTRESS, Kapoe Bedding, HANDSOME CHEVAL DUCHESSE, MIRROR-DOOR WARDROBE AND BEDSIDE 

CABINET TO MATCH, } WOOD BEDSTEAD AND WIRE MATTRESS, Kapoc Bedding, SPLAYED MIRROR DUCHESSE 

CHEST, CHEST OF DRAWERS, PEDESTAL WRITING DESK, 2 Roeker Chairs, Couch, Kitchen Table, Chairs, 

Crockery, Glassware, Kitchen Sundries, Scales, Mincer, Flour Bin, Churn, GAS STOVE, Brooms, Cross-cut Saw, 

Frame Saw, LAWN MOWER, WRINGER, MANGLE, Nearly New Wheelbarrow, Garden Roller, WHITE LEGHORN 

and RHODE ISLAND RED FOWLS, Etc. McKENZIE & WILLIS, AUCTIONEERS. McKENZIE & WILLIS, AUCTIONEERS 

AND HOUSE FURNISHERS. CATHEDRAL SQUARE (Next Post Office). FOR NEW FURNITURE. BUY AT AUCTION 

PRICES WE CAN SATISFY THE KEENEST BUYERS. WE SPECIALISE iN OAK FURNITURE of new and up-to-date 

design* COMPARE OUR PRICES. We can sell you A SPLENDID OAK SIDEBOARD, from £5/10/-. HANDSOME OAK 

HIGH-BACK DINING CHAIRS at 19/6. OAK GATE-LEG DINING TABLE, £3/7/6. HANDSOME OAK DUCHESSE 

CHEST, £3. COMFORTABLE CHESTERFIELD COUCH, £7/10/-. AND ALL THE OTHER FURNISHINGS for a 

comfortable moderr home AT SIMILARLY LOW PRICES. ALL NEW GOODS OF BEST QUALITY. Guaranteed to give 

satisfaction. WE HAVE FURNISHED HUNDREDS OT HOMES IN CANTERBURY, and always given satisfaction. 

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS. 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. WE DELIVER ALL GOODS FREE OF CHARGE. COUNTRY CLIENTS. NOTE 

THIS.—ALL NEW FURNITURE PURCHASED HERE CAREFULLY PACKED AND RAILED FREE TO YOUR HOME. 

EASY TERMS OF PURCHASE IF DESIRED. McKENZIE AND WILLIS, AUCTIONEERS AND FURNITURE 

SPECIALISTS CATHEDRAL SQUARE (Next Post Office). 

 

This was to become an all too familiar pattern of clearance sales by James 

Henry. 

By 1919, the couple were in court.  

Detailed reports of round one are given 

below.  In any divorce case, there tends to 

be rights and wrongs on both sides, but 

what is truly horrifying is the lack of 

consideration by all parties of James’s son, 

Figure 11 Mary Ann Arthur  

Figure 12 Knowles St, QV photo 
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Eric Duncan Sargison, who was dragged into court when he was only 10 to 

give evidence against his father! 

 

AN UNHAPPY COUPLE. Reported 11 Feb 1919 

SCHOOL TEACHER AS DEFENDANT35 

The adjourned case of Mary Ann Sargison (Mr L. A. Dougall) v. James Henry 

Sargison (Mr A. Lucas), was concluded in the Magistrate's Court yesterday 

afternoon, before Mr T. A. B. Bailey, S.M. Complainant had applied for an 

order for separation from her husband (a school teacher), on the ground of 

persistent cruelty, and for maintenance. 

Constable Hannafln, of Upper Riccarton, who gave evidence for the defence, 

stated that on one occasion Mrs Sargison had complained to him that her 

husband had assaulted her. He saw no marks of violence. Witness was of 

opinion that even if an assault had been committed it was not sufficiently 

serious to be a matter for the police to interfere in. 

Defendant, in the box, dealt with allegations made by complainant. In cross-

examination, Mr Dougall asked if it were not a fact that a near relative of 

defendant had been in a mental hospital [This would have been a reference 

to James’ mother, Mary Ann Sargison, who died in Seacliff Asylum]. 

Defendant objected to the question, and appealed to the Magistrate, who 

 
3535 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/SUNCH19190211.2.16?page=4&query=sargis

on&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CL

CP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CS

OCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CN

CGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/SUNCH19190211.2.16?page=4&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/SUNCH19190211.2.16?page=4&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/SUNCH19190211.2.16?page=4&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/SUNCH19190211.2.16?page=4&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/SUNCH19190211.2.16?page=4&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
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upheld the objection, remarking that even if the statement were true it was 

defendant's misfortune only, and not his fault. 

Reviewing the evidence, the Magistrate said that even on complainant's own 

version there were no grounds for separation. Defendant was quite justified 

in preventing complainant from interfering with and undermining his 

authority over his own child. An order for separation was refused. 

Defendant was bound to maintain his wife, added Mr Bailey, and he 

thought the patties should agree as to the amount to be paid. Failing an 

agreement, he would make a maintenance order. 

The report of the case in the New Zealand Truth was far less circumspect: 

 

SCHOOL TEACHER'S TROUBLE 

Wife Seeks Separation and Maintenance 

Alleges Cruelty 

15/02/1919 

(From "Truth's" Christchurch Reporter36) 

What may foe regarded as a "sassiety sprint" in the -Matrimonial Misfits 

Handicap, was run off before Magistrate Bailey at Christchurch on Tuesday 

of last week, when Mary Ann Sargison sought a separation and maintenance 

from her hubby, James Henry Sargison, on the grounds of cruelty and failure 

to provide adequate maintenance.  Complainant was represented by Lawyer 

 
36 https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/NZTR19190215.2.38 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/NZTR19190215.2.38
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Dougall, while Sargison, who is a school teacher at the Papanui | School was 

defended by  Lawyer Lucas. . .  

There was nothing very dreadful in Mary's evidence. She said she married 

Sargison in December 1914, at Dunedin, but almost from the first her life had 

been unpleasant. He ' was a widower at the time with a little boy. However, 

they lived together a cat and dog life till 'he' enlisted and went into camp, but 

he did not go on active service and was discharged from camp. Later, he 

secured a small farm at Evansdale and this he ran while also following his 

usual occupation of teaching. He made a slave of himself and expected her to 

do the same, and there was much unpleasantness because she could not milk 

the four cows they had. This was at Palmerston and a couple of years ago 

they came to Christchurch, but he did not treat her any better, and she always 

had the impression that he wished to get rid of her. They lived at Papanui and 

Fendalton and quarrelled continually. On one occasion he mentioned that he 

could get a position at Lincoln College, but he could not take her into the 

college, and suggested she should go to work. However, the job didn't come 

off. While living in Harewood Road, she retired to her room one night, leaving 

him to write some letters, but later in the night she got up and found he had 

gone TO BED WITH THE BOY. When she asked him why he had done so, he 

endearingly instructed her to go to the devil. Dressed in her "nightie," she 

went outside crying, and he followed her. He tried to hustle her inside, but she 

refused to be hustled and he pushed her over at the door. She threatened to 

leave him and later she and the boy went to Evansdale.  

Sargison was still a teacher, but though she wrote frequently while away, she 

did not know his private address till he was drawn in the ballot and she then 

found he was living in Bishop street. At Christmas' time, and also at Easter, 

he came to Evansdale and said they were not suited to each other. He also 
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mentioned that a young lady teacher and he were going out to Brighton for 

a blow, on Saturday mornings.  

It would  be about August of last year when the place at Evansdale was sold 

up and they came to live at Christchurch.  While living in Waimairi road in 

September last, he again assaulted her because of a difference they had over 

the boy at the table. She packed her belongings and went to live with a 

relative at Dunedln and since then she and her husband had not lived 

together. To get money from him was  like drawing a tooth.  

Mr. Lucas. Were you not engaged  to another man when you were engaged 

to defendant? — Yes.   

 And was the date arranged for your marriage with, the other man? — No.  

Afterwards you asked defendant to  take you back as you found you had made 

a mistake with regard to the other man? — Yes, but he does not tell you that 

he was engaged to another woman when he was courting me. Complainant 

then answered a lot of questions respecting the farm property and buildings 

at Evansdale, and further said that the first time she was assaulted they were 

living in Harewood-road. Lawyer Lucas: Regarding the night you went 

outside: Was it not 'only natural that he should want you to get Inside out of 

the cold? - Not THE NATURAL THING for Mr. Sargison to do.  

Did he not trip over the doorstep? — No.. 

In answer to further questions she said that while she and Sargison were 

living in Knowles-road, St. Albans, she had left him, but only for a few days. It 

was because he was always growling and life was unbearable. She had then 

gone to Waimate to a brother, who said she should not have left her husband 

to go scot free. The letter (produced) in which an invitation was extended to 

Sargison to spend a week with her brother was written by her, but the 
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invitation was only given because her brother was desirous of trying to heal 

the breach between them. She had never told anybody that Sargison was a 

model husband — she could not honestly say so.  

Sargison's ten-year-old son37 said that his father and step-mother did not 

lead a happy life. The father was continually growling, and started the 

arguments himself. The incident which finally led to the mother leaving home 

occurred when they were living at Riccarton. One evening they were having 

tea and the lad asked permission to leave the table. The mother granted the 

boy permission, but Sargison ordered the lad to sit down again, and asked 

what right complainant had to  grant permission, seeing that she was only 

the boy's step-mother. The boy replied that even if she were only a step-

mother she had been very good to him, whereupon the father smacked him 

across the head. Complainant got up to protect the boy and she was 

Immediately pushed down the passage and into a back room, while the lad, 

after being hit across the leg with a Stick by the father went for help. He was 

then joined by the mother and they went to a friend's place till it was time to 

come home and go to bed. The mother said she was going to leave the father 

because he had been too cruel to her. A neighbour who had lived next door to 

the Sargisons in St. Albans had very little good to say for Sargison as a man. 

She said she knew they did not live happily, and Mrs. Sargison always looked 

worried and complained that Sargison treated her with contempt and like 

dirt. She had noticed Sarglson and the boy leaving the house  to go to school, 

and Mrs. Sargison at the door bidding them good-bye. The boy would answer, 

but Sargison would IIGNORE HIS WIFE'S FAREWELL and turn his head away. 

When living In Knowles-street the witness had never noticed Mrs. Sargison 

with any new clothing or hats, but Sargison had found two new suits for 

 
37 This was Eric Duncan Sargison, the father of Craig & Allan 
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himself. On one occasion Mrs. Sargison came to witness with her hand bruised 

and said it was the result of Sargison's ill treatment.  

Mr Lucas: Now, has not Mrs. Sargison been pouring her troubles into in your 

ear?— No, there was no necessity, I could see for myself.  

Hasn't she inflamed you against him?— Not at all. - Now, when Mrs. Sargison 

was assisted out of court yesterday, what was the remark you passed?— l 

could  not tell you. - X Don't you remember?— No.  Did you say, You brute'?— 

Yes I did and what else is he to treat his  wife as he has done? What woman 

could have any respect for him?  

This closed the complainant's case. The defendant, James Henry Sargison, 

then went into the box. He said he was a teacher at the Papanui School.  He 

then went into details about the purchase of a farm at Evansdale, also 

alterations and the cost of same which had to be made to the buildings. They 

had lived happily enough till they went to Evansdale and then differences 

began between them. Referring to the alleged assault while they were living 

in Knowles-street, he said that she had gone to bed with the boy, which was 

against his wish, and when he remonstrated with her she got up and went 

and sat on the doorstep. He pleaded with her to come inside out of the cold, 

but she refused and he then picked her up arid started to carry her inside, but 

while doing so tripped over the doorstep and fell. At this stage the- case was 

adjourned till Monday. On Monday the case was concluded when Sargison 

was submitted to a very lengthy cross-examination. He emphatically denied 

the allegations of cruelty alleged by the wife, in fact he denied everything 

detrimental his wife had stated about him. In giving his decision Magistrate 

Bailey said there was not sufficient evidence of cruelty or failure to provide 

adequate maintenance which would justify him m making an order. It was 

one of those unfortunate cases, in which, if the parties could not live together, 
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they could come to some arrangement as to the amount the husband should 

allow his wife. 

That should have been the end of it but over the next 15 years James Henry 

went to great lengths to avoid paying any maintenance.  Mary Ann seems 

to have pursued him with righteous vengeance while he kept moving to 

“lose” her. Shortly after he had sold up everything in West Harbour and left, 

there was an advertisement placed asking for information as to his 

whereabouts – presumably organised by Mary Ann or her legal advisors.  

At the time of her death in 1934, she had a claim in the police courts for 

maintenance.   In September, because she had 40 pounds in the bank it was 

argued that she was not destitute and did not need money. On 19 

November that year the case resurfaced:  

The Magistrate said that since the claim was commenced Mrs Sargison had 

died, and it was now being continued for the purpose of obtaining funeral 

expenses. The wife’s death was unknown to defendant, and the death 

notice did not state that she was his wife. He was unable to find that the 

deceased was destitute. The application would be dismissed. 

It is rather hard to believe that James Henry did not read the paper where 

his wife’s death was reported on 15 September 1934. It is, however, 

understandable that he did not attend the funeral! 

SARGISON. At Dunedin, on September 14 1934, Mary 

(Sister Sargison), younger daughter-of the late Robert and 

Mary Steele, of North-east Valley), and beloved sister of 

Mrs A. E. Tyrrell, of Balfour street. Private interment.  
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Even so, farewell! .Each rugged earlier mile 

With labour she achieved, not all in vain; 

Beyond our sight, beyond Death’s sombre 

smile 

Her guerdon waits in some eternal ' gain. 

—Hope and Kinaston, undertaker38 

Mary Ann seems to have been a very strong and 

capable individual. After the end of her marriage, she trained as a midwife. 

At the time of her death, she was a nursing sister. 

 

Arguably, James Henry’s marital issues ruined his career, as there was 

significant press coverage on 

an ongoing basis of his divorce 

case. He was apparently a very 

good teacher according to 

inspectors’ reports.  He was 

academically capable and 

earned a degree, studying part 

time, at a time when few men 

of his background achieved a university education. He did not seem to fulfil 

his early promise or indeed his ambitions. 

That said, the biggest negative impact was undoubtedly on his son, Eric 

Duncan Sargison.  At the age of only three, he lost his mother, and was 

pushed from pillar to post as different relatives cared for him. Then he 

 
38 ODT, 15 September, 1934 
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found some stability with a stepmother, only to have that destroyed in 

bitterness and acrimony. Eric’s life, to say nothing of his education, as a 

child, teenager and young man was split apart by incessant moves with his 

father, who seldom stayed anywhere for long, as he sought to escape the 

law’s long reach. 

James Henry consolidated Movements 

1913 C3, Otago 

June 29 1917  C Certificate 75 in graded list 

 
Year 

School/or occupation Place Source 

1881  Blueskin Bay  

    

1905 Railway Clerk Mosgiel Electoral Roll 

                                                                                                                                    

1905 Head Teacher Moonlight  

1906 Wairuna, Otago (NW of 
Clinton) 

 Stones NZ City 
Directories 

    

1910 Oamaru Middle School Main Nth Road Oamaru NZ City Dirs 

1911 Woodside  Electoral Ross 

1913 Woodside  Stones 

1915 Head Teacher, Waihao Downs   

    

1915 - 
1916 

Palmerston Middle School, 1st 
Assistant (District High) 

 Papers PAst 

1917 Chch Technical College Reported 14 April 1917 Temporary 

1918 Assistant Master, Papanui Appointed 5 April 
1918. 

 

1919 Kaiapoi, Canterbury Kaiapoi, Canterbury  

 St Bedes? 547 Hills Rd Papanui. 
Christchurch 

Electoral Roll 
Teacher Licensing 
has him in 
Canterbury 1916-9 

  456 Papanui Rd, 
Christchurch 

Electoral Roll 

 Harewood Rd, Bishop St. 
Waimari Rd 

 Mentioned in court 
reports 

1924 -7 Kauana School, Southland 
(North of Dipton) 

 Papers Past 

1928 Awarua School, (on road to 
Bluff) 

Bainfield Rd Waikiwi Electoral Roll 
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1934 Green Island School, 3rd 
Assistant 

 Papers Past  

   Electoral Rolls 

    

1938 Farmer Sawyers Bay Electoral Roll 

1939  Ravensbourne EDS military record 
n.o.k. 

1941 (Nov) Store Keeper and 
Boardinghouse keeper and 
Postmaster 

Evansdale Glen  Blueskin  
Days, Ian Church 

1944 Range and pound keeper 
Evansdale 

  

1946 Meter Reader note this is for a 
James S 

Evansdale Electoral Roll 

1947 Died, cremated Andersons 
Bay Cemetery 

  

 

James Henry also appears to have taught in Hawkes Bay as salary cards are 

available but no dates.  He declined appointment as headmaster at the 

Waihao Dowsn School in 1910.39 

The Evening Star on 11 March !945 

reported a presentation to J 

Sargison: 

 

Experience of Courts 

Quite apart from sustained Court appearances regarding his marital issues, 

James seems to have resorted to the Courts on other issues, not always 

successfully. 

 
39 
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19151006.2.84.9?page=38&query=sargison&title=NZTR%
2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2C
MTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2C
AG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML
%2CTHD%2CWDA 
 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19151006.2.84.9?page=38&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19151006.2.84.9?page=38&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19151006.2.84.9?page=38&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19151006.2.84.9?page=38&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19151006.2.84.9?page=38&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
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There was also a complicated case 

about building services in 

Evansdale over 143 pounds of 

timber and services. Admittedly this 

was brought against him by the builder but James Henry replied with a 

counter claim of 338 pounds.  It is not clear how the matter finally ended. 

Evansdale 

After he retired from teaching, James moved back to Blueskin where he ran 

the local general 

store/accommodation/petrol business for 

the rest of his life.  He was also animal control 

officer and postmaster. After his death in 

1947, his son Eric and wife, Doreen, ran the 

business for a short time until it was sold. 

 

James died on 15 February 1947 at Evansdale, at the age of 66.  His death 

notice (below) makes no mention of his second wife! While my mother 

called him a “real gentleman”, this seems rather doubtful. He seemed to 

have real issues in dealing with women. 

 

 

40  

 
40 ODT, 17 Feb 1947 
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S3 Eric Duncan Sargison & Mavis Doreen Dick 

 

Eric was born on 3  May 1908 in Oamaru to Georgina Betson Cunningham 

and James Henry Sargison.  

There is little doubt that his early life was 

challenging.  As noted, his mother died when he was 

only three and he was packed off to an aunt.  With his 

father’s second marriage in 1914, there was a 

prospect of stability and family life, but this proved 

to be short-lived.  After living in Christchurch, Eric 

was probably in Palmerston in 1918 when James 

Henry enlisted – he gives his address as Burg St, Palmerston, with his wife 

living at York House there. From that time on,  as we have seen through the 

court case for separation, family life was brutal and bitter. 

The trauma of the separation and his subsequent loss of any mother figure 

clearly impacted.  It was not helped by his father, James’s, peripatetic 

lifestyle.  After a number of moves, he and his father arrived in Kauana in 

1924.  It is just north of Dipton in Southland – see red dot on map below. 

They stayed there for 

at least three years 

and then moved 

nearer to Bluff. At that 

time of the move to 

Southland, Eric was 16 

and he entered 

Southland Boys’ High 
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School where he remained until the end of 1927.  In the 1924 November 

Public Service Entrance examinations, he qualified for a free place at the 

school, with a scholarship providing some support at least in his final 

years. 

Given the distance from Kauana, he may well have boarded in Invercargill 

or at the school.  Certainly, in later years he talked warmly of having a lot 

to do with a family of Maori descent.  He picked up and used for the rest of 

his life many Maori weather tips. 

Amongst others he met at Southland 

Boys’ High was Garfield Todd, soon to 

achieve unlikely success in Africa. 

My mother always said that it was the 

Depression that stopped Eric from going 

to university – clearly he had the 

academic capability to succeed there - 

but he left school in 1927, before the 

main onslaught began in 1929.  

Interestingly, he is listed in the SBHS old 

boys’ list as a farmer at Kaunana.  Almost certainly, he just wanted to settle 

somewhere and had a real desire to be on the land! 

James Henry left Southland in the late 1920s.  It is not known if Eric left 

then or not but they were both boarding in Dunedin with Hope and May 

Dick by 1934: that year, Doreen got her Proficiency Certificate – and Eric 

had been helping her study and with her homework, particularly in maths.  

He was apparently an adept tutor!  Just over a decade later, they were to 

marry. 

Sir Garfield Todd, born July 13, 

1908, Invercargill, N.Z.—died Oct. 13, 

2002, Bulawayo, Zimb.), served from 1953 

to 1958 as prime minister of the Federation 

of Rhodesia and Nyasaland (now divided 

into Zimbabwe, Zambia, and Malawi). In 

1934 Todd went as a missionary to 

Southern Rhodesia, where he ran a mission 

and helped build clinics and schools, among 

them a teaching school for blacks where 

many of Zimbabwe’s future leaders were 

educated. Todd was first elected to 

Parliament in 1946. He was elected prime 

minister in 1953 dependence from Great 

Britain. Although he opposed giving the 

vote to all people, his push to grant suffrage 

to educated blacks provoked his cabinet to 

resign, and he failed to secure a second 

term. 

https://www.britannica.com/place/Invercargill
https://www.britannica.com/place/Bulawayo
https://www.britannica.com/topic/prime-minister
https://www.britannica.com/place/Federation-of-Rhodesia-and-Nyasaland
https://www.britannica.com/place/Federation-of-Rhodesia-and-Nyasaland
https://www.britannica.com/place/Zimbabwe
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By 1938 Eric was residing in Elizabeth St, West Harbour, Dunedin. He is 

listed as a farmer on the electoral rolls. 

World War 2: Eric’s War 

Eric was enlisted into the 2nd 

New Zealand Expeditionary 

Force (NZEF) No 5 in August 

1941.41 

 

Embarkations were  from 1st 

July, 1941 to 30 September, 

1941. 

 

Eric served as a driver.  Perhaps 

accidentally this nonetheless 

recognised his aptitude for 

vehicles.  He was not simp0ly a 

mechanistic driver but somebody 

with great understanding of 

vehicles and their noises.  He was 

popular with mechanics when 

working later at Holsum as he 

never thrashed a vehicle and 

always identified possible faults at 

a very early stage. 

 
41 OTAGO DAILY TIMES, ISSUE 24692, 22 AUGUST 1941 
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To be completed – you need sources for all this 

Fortunately for him, 

Eric arrived late 

enough to avoid the 

decimation of the 20th 

Battalion at Belhamed 

and could join the 

reconstructed 

battalion at Baggush 

in December.42 He 

was probably one of 

the 600 

reinforcements which 

brought the battalion 

back to reasonable 

strength (around 800).  

For the next two months, newly promoted Brigadier Burrows oversaw 

training of his new command while it was based at Baggush and then later 

at Maadi. Eric talked of Maadi.  In February 1942, the battalion was on the 

move, with the rest of the 2nd New Zealand Division, to Syria to defend 

against a possible attack through Turkey on the Middle East oilfields by the 

Germans. 

 
42 This section based on 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_Battalion_(New_Zealand) 

Figure 13 Eric, Egypt, 1941? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_Battalion_(New_Zealand)
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In Syria, the battalion prepared defences in its assigned sector around 

Djedeide Fortress, digging weapons pits as well as undergoing further 

training.  Following the attack on the Eighth Army's Gazala Line by the 

Panzer Army,  the 2nd New Zealand Division was recalled to Libya. On 17 

June, the battalion left for Mersa Matruh, a 320-kilometre (200 mi) journey 

that took four days to complete. After a period of indecision as to where 

the division was to be best used, it moved to Minqar Qaim with the 20th 

Battalion remaining behind at Matruh for two days to act as security for 

engineers laying minefields 

before joining up with the 

division. 

 

At Minqar Qaim, the division was 

to hold and delay the advance of 

the Panzer Army Africa for as long 

as it could while remaining intact. 

By the middle of the afternoon of 27 June, the division had been encircled 

by the 21st Panzer Division. Panzer units approached several 2nd New 

Zealand Division positions, including the 20th Battalion's sector on the 

northern side of the Minqar Qaim escarpment, and were successfully 

beaten off. The New Zealanders broke out that evening with the 4th 

Brigade breaching the German lines and the 20th Battalion on the northern 

flank of the chosen withdrawal route. During the action at Minqar Qaim 

and the subsequent breakout, the battalion's casualties were light, with 

thirteen men killed and it reached the El Alamein line by 28 June. 

El Alamein 

On 14 and 15 July 1942, during the First Battle of El Alamein, the battalion 

was engaged in what would be known as the Battle of Ruweisat Ridge. 

Figure 14Depiction of Minqar Qaim by PEter 

McIntrye, official artist of battalion. Eric described 

driving on this 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mersa_Matruh
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Minqar_Qaim&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Battle_of_El_Alamein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Battle_of_El_Alamein#First_Battle_of_Ruweisat_Ridge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Peter_McIntyre,_The_breakthrough,_Minqar_Qa%27im,_27-28_June_1942_(14447884384).jpg
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Ruweisat Ridge was held by the enemy and was in the centre of the El 

Alamein line, dominating the surrounding area 

After a night-time advance, the 20th Battalion was positioned on the ridge 

in reserve behind the 18th and 19th Battalions. On daybreak, it was 

discovered that the advance had bypassed numerous strong points, leaving 

the German line in front of the ridge largely intact.[59] The supporting British 

armour was nowhere to be seen and the supporting artillery and anti-tank 

units were unable to break through, leaving the two New Zealand brigades 

in position on the exposed ridge. Kippenberger had difficulty with his radio 

communications and made a dash through enemy lines to make contact 

with the British armour. On 

 

Figure 15 Breakfast jsut behind front line - Eric's co. 

reaching one of the British brigades, its commanding officer resisted 

Kippenberger's entreaties to advance and it was not until a passing British 

general authorised the move that the British mounted up. By the time the 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/19th_Battalion_(New_Zealand)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_Battalion_(New_Zealand)#cite_note-FOOTNOTEHarper2000127-63
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armoured support arrived, the flanking battalion of the 5th Brigade had 

been overrun, leaving the battalions of the 4th Brigade even more exposed 

and receiving fire from the enemy.  Such shenanigans did not endear the 

English or many of the Kiwis and Eric spoke bitterly about it in later life. 

 

A counterattack by elements of the 15th Panzer Division was launched in 

the afternoon of 15 July. The limited number of anti-tank guns present 

were exposed and quickly immobilised or forced to withdraw. This left the 

infantry to be surrounded and large numbers were forced to surrender. 

Some soldiers made it to the positions of 19th Battalion, but it too became 

surrounded. By nightfall, the brigade had been overrun. Only the 18th 

Battalion managed to escape largely intact. Of the 20th Battalion, nearly 

200 men were taken prisoner.  

 

Armour[ 
About half of the 20th Battalion had been wounded, killed or captured 

during the Battle of Ruweisat Ridge and it was withdrawn to Maadi to be 

brought back up to strength.[63] It had previously been decided to form an 

armoured brigade to provide tank support to the 2nd New Zealand 

Division and as a result, the 1st New Zealand Army Tank Brigade was 

formed. h. As one of the constituent units of the brigade, the 20th Battalion 

was officially re-designated the 20th Armoured Regiment on 5 October 

1942.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_Battalion_(New_Zealand)#cite_note-FOOTNOTEPringleGlue1957279-67
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Figure 16 Eric in Crrusader(?)  tank c 1943 

The regiment, with three squadrons of tanks, would spend the next year in 

training, learning to use the signalling equipment and guns of the tanks it 

was expected to use. One squadron was to be equipped with Crusaders 

with the other two squadrons operating Shermans. However, the 

mechanically unreliable Crusaders were later replaced with Shermans.  

ith the close of the North African campaign in May 1943, attention then 

turned to the European theater of operations. Despite a preference 

amongst some sections of the New Zealand government for the 2nd New 

Zealand Division to be redeployed in the Pacific theatre, it was decided that 

the division, having served with the Eighth Army throughout the desert 

campaign, would remain in Europe. Accordingly, in October, the division 

moved to join the Eighth Army in Italy. 

Italy 
The 20th Armoured Regiment disembarked at Taranto on 22 October 1943 

and gradually travelled up Italy towards the Sangro River, which it duly 

crossed on 3 December.[68] In the following weeks, the regiment was 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crusader_tank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M4_Sherman
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sangro_River
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_Battalion_(New_Zealand)#cite_note-FOOTNOTEPringleGlue1957321-72
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involved in a supporting role in the 5th and 6th Brigades' attack on 

Orsogna, as part of the Moro River Campaign. Although the infantry made 

some gains, the German defences were too strong and the attack soon 

faded into a stalemate, with a number of back and forth actions.[69] The 

regiment lost a number of tanks during the fighting but generally acquitted 

itself well and was withdrawn from the line the following month. 

  

Following its withdrawal from the area around Orsogna, the 2nd New 

Zealand Division was one of a number of divisions that was transferred 

from the Eighth Army to the Fifth Army, then engaged on the western side 

of the Apennines. This was part of an overall strategy to breach the Gustav 

Line and break an otherwise deadlocked Italian front. Together with 

the 4th Indian Division and supporting British and American artillery, the 

division formed the New Zealand Corps, under the command of Freyberg. 

The corps moved to Cassino, the defenders of which had resisted American 

forces for several weeks.[69] 

 

The 20th Armoured Regiment was again to play a supporting role in the 

Cassino attack, with the infantry of the 5th and 6th Brigades bearing the 

brunt of the battle. When the attack began on 15 March, the regiment was 

initially held as a reserve, ready to exploit any breakthrough by the 

infantry but this did not eventuate. The infantry struggled to make 

progress in the face of determined resistance. Over the next week, some of 

the squadrons of the regiment became involved in small scale raid 

actions. On 24 March, the regiment moved into the area of Cassino 

controlled by the New Zealand infantry, and essentially became mobile 

pillboxes.[74] The tanks were vulnerable to artillery and German patrols and 

the troops of the various squadrons of the regiment were rotated in and 

out of the town in two day shifts. While the New Zealand infantry had been 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/6th_Infantry_Brigade_(New_Zealand)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moro_River_Campaign
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_Battalion_(New_Zealand)#cite_note-FOOTNOTEMcGibbon2000249-73
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fifth_Army_(United_States)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustav_Line
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gustav_Line
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/4th_Indian_Division
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Zealand_Corps
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cassino
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_Battalion_(New_Zealand)#cite_note-FOOTNOTEMcGibbon2000249-73
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/20th_Battalion_(New_Zealand)#cite_note-FOOTNOTEPringleGlue1957401-78
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relieved by the Guards Brigade in the early April, the 20th Armoured 

Regiment stayed in the line until the end of the month. 

 

To be finished when record available 

 

 

Return 

In September 1944, the Australian hospital ship  Wanganella arrived in 

Wellington with 360 sick and wounded New Zealand soldiers, a fair 

proportion being stretcher cases. There were in addition a few naval 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brigade_of_Guards
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personnel, some W.A.A.C.s, and nursing sisters. A good contingent of Otago 

men were on board, including one Eric Duncan Sargison.43 

The party was welcomed by the Prime Minister, Mr Fraser, and the 

Minister of Defence, Mr Jones. After medical examination those not 

seriously ill were allowed to go home on leave.   

The Wanganella had left Sydney in March 1944 for Bombay. She was in 

that port when the British ammunition ship Fort Stikine exploded on 14 

April 1944. The explosion caused vast damage to local infrastructure and 

to the local population, as well as shipping in the area. For one entire week 

the Wanganella’s medical team and crew worked around the clock helping 

all comers. The ship was undamaged but total area deaths were reported 

as being about 3,000.44  Then after Italy surrendered the Wanganella was 

sent to Taranto to collect New Zealand Forces patients,  

 
43 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19440923.2.145?page=21&query=sargison&title=NZTR%

2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2C

MTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2C

AG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML

%2CTHD%2CWDA 
44 https://www.navyhistory.org.au/australian-hospital-ships/ 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19440923.2.145?page=21&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19440923.2.145?page=21&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19440923.2.145?page=21&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19440923.2.145?page=21&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ESD19440923.2.145?page=21&query=sargison&title=NZTR%2CAHCOG%2CBH%2CCL%2CCROMARG%2CDUNST%2CESD%2CLCM%2CLCP%2CLWM%2CME%2CMIC%2CMTBM%2CNOT%2COAM%2CODT%2COW%2COSWCC%2CSOCR%2CST%2CTT%2CWSTAR%2CAMBPA%2CAG%2CASHH%2CEG%2CGLOBE%2CLT%2CNCGAZ%2COO%2CCHP%2CSCANT%2CTS%2CSUNCH%2CTEML%2CTHD%2CWDA
https://www.navyhistory.org.au/australian-hospital-ships/
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Thus Eric was back in Dunedin by the end of 1944, having done his duty as 

he saw it and 

incurred a back 

injury which was to 

plague him for the 

rest of his life – and 

for which he did get 

a partial disability 

war pension which 

helped a little. He 

completed a rehab course in carpentry and worked as a builder full- time 

for a few years but eventually had to give that up.45   Not long after his 

marriage in 1945, he was admitted to Montecillo for treatment which 

lasted some months.  There was thankfully some improvement.  Strangely 

in some ways, he seemed better able to work as a milkman, carrier and 

driver.  That said, Allan has clear recollections of the injury hitting him 

when loading bread at Holsum, to name one example where he had to drop 

the crates.  His mates who knew of his struggle came and helped him load 

up – but he insisted on persevering, gritting his teeth and sweating 

profusely while trying to minimise the effects for his son!   

From his reflections, it is apparent that Eric had no desire for advancement 

in the army.  He left and returned a Corporal.  He did not want to stand out 

and had a healthy scepticism, perhaps mistrust, about the army and its 

organisational capabilities. 

 
45 Effectively he worked part-time as a carpenter for the rest of his life, doing up houses for family and sale. 

Thankfully he trained his sons well in the trade. 
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Eric arrived back with the usual returned servicemen’s network of 

connections and two particular friends whom he kept in touch with 

throughout his life.  The first was Arthur Edward Chalmers .  When he 

returned from war and for very many years afterwards, he ran a classic 

barbershop on Hillside Rd near Loyalty St  in Dunedin.  When in the area, 

Eric would park his truck and go in for a chat and of course a haircut.  The 

chats were all about events and war time colleagues who had distinguished 

or disgraced themselves.  Great listening for a young Sargison! Arthur died 

in 1985 and was cremated at the Andersons Bay Crematorium, with the 

ashes being buried in Andersons Bay Cemetery Block 1A, plot 6.  His wife, 

Ada Mary, was buried there in 1991.  We never socialised with the family 

which was not unusual for Eric although it is also possible Doreen did not 

like them! 

The second friend was Alexander (Alex) John Paisely (1916-80)46 who 

was in the same detachment as Eric. He was born in North East Valley.  On 

his return, he married Margaret Peace (1918-2002) born in Alexandra, 

who became a life-long friend of Doreen. In later years they were in regular 

phone contact.  The Paiselys had a town supply dairy farm at the top of the 

Mt Cargill Road.  They had a family of three- Margaret, Joan and Allan - and 

were great hosts. Margaret’s excessively rich fish pie laden with farm eggs 

sticks in Allan’s memory 70 years later!  It is possible that Doreen met 

Margaret through work before the marriage. 

 
46 Buried with his wife and young son in Andersons Bay Cemetery Block 165, plot144. 
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Marriage 

Much to his future in-

law’s delight, Eric 

married Doreen (as she 

was known) Dick in 

1945.  Hope Dick, his 

father-in-law, had long 

been a supporter of such 

a match – it was he who 

first suggested to 

Doreen that she invite 

Eric as her partner to some function when her first partner was unable to 

attend. Hope became one of Eric’s best friends. Eric and Doreen married in 

Caversham Presbyterian Church in November 1945. 

 

They had met when Doreen we 

still at school and Eric and his 

father were boarding with the 

Dicks.  She certainly had stories 

of Eric helping with her 

homework and with study for 

the Certificate of Proficiency, 

particularly in mathematics, 

which she attained in 1934.  

That was the start of a long 

relationship! 

Figure 17 Caversham Presbyterian Church 
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Eric had found the happy home 

and refuge he had been waiting 

so long for.  He adopted Hope and May as parents, never hesitating to help 

them out on any project or issue. He regarded Doreen’s family as his own, 

often claiming after his father died that he had no relations himself!  

Correspondence before marriage makes it very clear that this was indeed 

a true love match. Doreen wrote in her diary a year or two after the 

marriage that she could never have imagined being so happy.  

The story of their life can in some ways be best summarised in the 

following table of homes! 

  

Figure 18 Dorren & Eric wedding photo 
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Date as 

at 10 

August  

 Dunedin 

Address  

   

 1946   147 Queen St 

 

 James Henry, Eric’s 

father, died 

    Hunt St 

Milk Run 

 

  

1950   35 Ramsay St  

 

  

Allan at 3 months 
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1951   149 Maitland St  

Carrying 

business 

 

 Henry (Harry) 

Griffen Sargison 

died, 1951 

1952   363 Hillside Rd   Demolished  

 
1953/4   4 Traquair St  

 

Drive done 

subsequently  

Allan got glasses and 

went to Caversham 

school 

Craig born 

Sarah B Omand died 

1954. 

1955/7   411 South Rd, 

Caversham  

 

 Raymond Eason 

Dick died in car 

crash 

1958/9   44 College St, 

Caversham  

Post delivery 

  Eric, Craig & Goliath  

Doreen sewing for 

clients from home 

Carrying business 

morphed into mail 

and the Goliath 

disaster! 
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1960/2   35 Morrison St, 

Caversham  

 

4 Square Grocer 

at Hunts 

 
Consul & Craig, 

Waitaki 

 

 Allan G  Dick 

returned from 

UK/middle east 

1963/7   58 College St, 

Caversham  

camping Te Anau 

 

Holsum 

 

 Hope & May’s 

golden anniversary 

 

Morgan joined the 

family 

 1967 

Novemb

er – 

August 

1968  

 6 Wairoa St 

(10/1167)  

 

 Hope Eason Dick 

died. 

August 

1968 – 

March 

1969 

 8 Farquharson St, 

Opoho  

 

  

Allan’s 1st car 
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March 

1969 – 

April? 

1971 

 31 Murray St, Kew  

Self employment 

 

Allan was 21 here  

Eric had blood 

clot/stroke 

May 

1971 - 

October 

1972  

 18 Huia St, St 

Leonards  

Eric, Doreen, Fred, 

Mavis 

 

 Allan & Pat courting 

years! 

 

October 

1972 – 

October 

1975 

 18 Lisburn Avenue  

 

 

 

 Allan in Wellington 

Craig at university 

Allan & Pat married, 

Windsor 

Picture on far left 

Allan,  

Doreen, May, Fred 

(on right) 

 Oct 

1975 – 

March 

1978 

  19 Culloden Street  

 

Craig’s graduation 
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 March 

1978 - 

1984 

  361 South Road  

 

 Eric died in August 

1978 

 1984 - 

1986 

  31 David Street  

 

 Frederick W Dick 

died 1985.    

 1986 - 

1989 

  17 A Ruskin 

Terrace  

 

 May Elizabeth Jolly 

died 

Picture of Doreen & 

her brother Allan in 

1989 

 1990 - 

1994 

  117 A Queen Street    Allan Gerald Dick 

died 1990 

 1994 - 

1997 

  13 Beach Street  ( 

now renumbered as 

15), St Clair 

 

 Flat at Craig’s house 

        

        

  

Work History 
• Carpentry 

• Milk Run 
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• Carrying business 

• Parcel Post 

Holsum Bread Factory. His 

association started with the carrying 

business when he had a bread-run 

early in the morning.  Later, when he 

worked for them full time, he had 

successively the Port Chalmers, 

Portobello and city runs.  Allan 

frequently accompanied him during 

the holidays.  A particular feature of the city run was that it included not 

only the Holsum town shops but also the wharf deliveries to all the coasters 

and other ships including the royal yacht, the Britannia, when in port! 

•  

Self-employed builder – house renovation and sale – jointly with Doreen. 

He did all the carpentry, electrical work and plumbing, while she focused 

on design, furnishings and painting. She had a great eye for colour. Both 

were extremely astute when it came to finding bargains, both for fittings, 

curtains and other elements of décor. Both Allan and Craig became very 

competent carpenters, painters and gardeners under their father’s expert 

Figure 20 Holsum artic Central Otago 

Figure 19 Holsum shop with Easter queue 
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tuition; only Craig seems to have picked up the electrical and plumbing 

know-how, although Allan can do the basics! Craig also learned 

paperhanging and of course became a first-class cook while working with 

his mother in the kitchen.  

 

Caversham – the suburb 
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From around 1950 for some 20 years, Doreen and Eric lived in or near 

Caversham which became the backdrop for their family who all went to 

Caversham schools.  

Doreen’s parents and 

brothers all lived in 

the area. Caversham  

is sited at the 

western edge of the 

city's central plain at 

the mouth of the 

steep Caversham 

Valley, which rises to 

the saddle of 

Lookout Point. Major 

road and rail routes 

south lie nearby; 
the South Island Main Trunk railway runs through the suburb,  

Caversham is one of the older Dunedin suburbs founded by William Henry 

Valpy.  Its name reflects his family connections with the town of Reading 

in the English county of Berkshire.  The suburb blossomed during the 

Central Otago gold rush.in the 1860s, in part because the main route went 

through the suburb. 

Figure 22 McCrackens 1928, height of modernity 

By the end of 

the 19th 

century, 

Caversham 

was heavily 

industrialised, and its population included many skilled or semi-skilled 

tradespeople. 

Figure 21 Valpy St 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saddle_(landform)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/South_Island_Main_Trunk
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 This, combined with the community's strong Protestant roots, led to the 

area's generally left-leaning political stance. Caversham's early history has 

been the subject of the Caversham Project, a major historical and 

archaeological study led by Erik Olsen of the University of Otago. 

In the 1950s and 

1960s It was a good 

place to live and grow 

a family.  At that time, 

households owned at 

most one car and 

many women did not 

drive.  The suburb was 

well set up for this.  

There was good 

shopping a short walk away from everywhere we lived, churches, doctor, 

pharmacy, bakery, book & newspaper agency, post office, bank, TAB, three 

Figure 24 Terrace Housing & Methodist Church, Main Sth Rd 

Figure 23 Rutherfords Caversham 1915? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Protestant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University_of_Otago
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grocers and fruiterers and for much of the time two schools, College Street 

and Caversham. There was also regular transport into town with trams, 

and then trolley buses. 

  Although it was in decline by then, there was also a railway station. 
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Caversham Main St 

 

Figure 25 Main Rd looking Nth circa 1970..  College St is beside the Carpets shop on the left 
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.

 

Figure 26 Similar perspective looking South with Shums fruit shop on right - 1 of 2 outstanding stores. 
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Figure 27 Main Road Caversham at bottom of Morrison St looking north, time of Royal Visit 

Family life  
This provides an opportunity to look at family recreation in Dunedin 

during the first part of the 20th century.  The following extract from Sites of 

Gender by Barbara Brookes, Erik Olsen and Emma Beer does just that, with 

a focus on Caversham and South Dunedin. It was chosen because of its high 

relevance to Craig’s and Allan’s upbringing. 
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Almost all of this applied to our family in the 1950s and into the 1960s.  

Eric was a great gardener and loved listening to 4XD on a Saturday night 

in front of a fire and with a good novel and feet up on fireplace!  Allan 

joined him!! 
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From the start of their marriage, Doreen and Eric went on picnics.  

Dunback was one of their favourite locations, and the following picture of 
Eric was probably taken there before they had children. 

 

Figure 28 Eric on a picnic, possibly Dunback in the late 1940s - first dog caught on right. The car was 

a Chevrolet coupe and the first car Allan can remember. 

 

Parenthood 

Parenthood did not come easily.  Doreen had a miscarriage and then 

suffered significantly with toxsemia when pregnant with Allan. 

Fortunately for Allan at least, she fought through that successfully, 

although she was ill for some time afterwards and her hair began to turn 

white!  At least she had strong family support available, and Eric was a very 

hands-on father, who participated fully in feeding, sleeping and nappy 

changing activities. Interestingly, at some stage after the birth, Doreen 

moved to an early women doctor of some renown, Dr M Gow, whom Allan 

can remember visiting. Doreen and Eric delayed their 2nd child, so that 

Doreen could fully recover. 
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Eric was a devoted father although not in any sense a pushover!  Doreen 

and Eric were utterly dedicated to the wellbeing and advancement of their 

two children.  From early on, it was their single minded determination for 

the boys to be educated and “have an easier life”.  Education was almost a 

cargo cult!  Doreen was assiduous in ensuring as far as she could that the 

schools performed appropriately.  Particularly in the case of Allan, this 

determination did involve several encounters with the then headmaster of 

College Street, a Mr MacDonald who tended to come off second best!  That 

said, Allan was somewhat lazy, preferring to sit at the back and 

surreptitiously spend as much time as possible reading the library books 

shelved behind him, rather than focusing on the task at hand.  It was 

periodically not surreptitious enough; unable to answer a question 

because he had no idea what was going on, he ended up with “the strap”.   

Eric was very helpful in matters of homework although neither he nor 

Doreen were impressed by an “imaginative” essay by Allan on the barber 

shop which invented all sorts of outrageous décor – imagine shocking pink 

and green in a men’s barber shop in Dunedin in the 1950s!!  Of course, it 

did not help that the barber shop he should have been describing was 

owned by an army friend of Eric’s. 

Eric always putting his sons’ needs first. He always had time to attend to 

us and passed on to both his children his love of reading.  Friday night visits 

to the library were the norm.  He passed on his green fingers to his children 

as well.   

He and Doreen were both insistent that study took precedence over other 

more exciting projects around family activities, even when they could have 

done with the help. But family projects came before any outside 
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friendships; Doreen insisted that the boys should help their father if he 

needed it, rather than undertake their own pursuits. 

The boys were always well dressed whatever the economic circumstances.  

Of course, Doreen had been brought up to believe that no respectable boy 

or man ever left the house without a tie, and she retained those convictions 

well past the changing times.  Just as Hope always had to put on a tie to go 

shopping in Caversham, so too did Eric when working as a carrier and on 

just about all family social occasions! Allan is frequently the only child 

wearing a tie in primary school photographs.  
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The importance of Aunt Daisy! 

Maud Basham nee Taylor became a NZ institution under the name of Aunt 

Daisy.47 . She was born in London, England, to Robert and Eliza Taylor. Her 

father died shortly after she was born and her mother soon emigrated 

to New Plymouth in 1891. 

At 16 she began a four year 

teachers training course at 

Central School and also 

teaching at South Road 

School, New Plymouth.  She 

married Frederick Basham 

in 1904, and they had three 

children. Her husband 

worked as an engineer in 

New Plymouth but lost his 

job during the depression. 

His unemployment led to 

Daisy seeking work to 

support their family. Daisy's 

first radio work was for the 

1YA station in Auckland 

through singing 

engagements. This 

expanded during the 1920s as Daisy broadcast programmes on the lives of 

composers illustrated with song.[ In 1929 she became a full-time 

announcer on the 2YA station initially to "fill up Wednesdays" as the 

 
47 This section is based on https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aunt_Daisy 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Plymouth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aunt_Daisy#cite_note-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aunt_Daisy
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station previously had not broadcast on these days. In 1931 she was fired 

when 2YA became nationalised and public service rules decreed only one 

woman was allowed to be employed at each station in an attempt to 

provide more work for men. Daisy moved to a smaller private 

station 2ZW  Daisy continued to shift stations as more became nationalised 

and she and other staffers moved to private stations.  

In 1933 Daisy began work at the private "Friendly Road" station in 

Auckland run by Colin Scrimgeour (Uncle Scrim). Her 30 minute daily 

morning show ran from 1933 to 1963. Her role was primarily to promote 

household products and to boost morale during World War II. She 

averaged 202 words a minute during her shows and her morning show 

opened to the song 'Daisy Bell' and the greeting "Good Morning, Good 

Morning, Good Morning everybody". 

Doreen ALWAYS had the radio on for Aunt Daisy’s morning programme!  I 

am sure in many families there was often a post Aunt Daisy briefing – 

certainly Doreen would ring her mother to compare notes! 

Owing to her popularity, the government sent Daisy to Navy, Air Force and 

Army bases to visit women stationed there and report back on them in her 

radio show. This was part of New Zealand government propaganda efforts 

during World War II. In 1944 Daisy went to the United States to promote 

New Zealand. She was invited to a tea with the first lady, Eleanor Roosevelt, 

where she passed on messages from the American troops and nurses 

stationed in New Zealand. She continued to record morning shows 

informing New Zealanders of what she encountered in the United States. 

The results of her American tour were published in Aunt Daisy and Uncle 

Sam. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_City_FM_(Wanganui)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colin_Scrimgeour
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daisy_Bell
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In 1946, Daisy returned to the United States to deliver a lecture series 

which extended to include Canada. She spoke on New Zealand's landscapes 

and wildlife and advocated for the appreciation of nature. In the 1956 New 

Year Honours she was appointed a MBE for services in the fields of 

entertainment and broadcasting. 

A recipe book, "The Aunt Daisy Cookbook with Household Hints" was a 

natural result of the popularity of her show, edited by her daughter 

Barbara Basham. It ran to several editions. Seven others of her cookery 

books were also published. The cookbook was reprinted in 1977, edited by 

Barbara Basham and published by Hodder and Stoughton. 2010 saw the 

22nd reprint of the book, almost 50 years after Aunt Daisy's death in 1963. 

  

Holiday Breaks 

There was an occasional camping trip 

but Doreen hated camping. She told 

Pat once that she resolved during a 

family camping trip when she was a 

child that when she was married, she 

would NEVER go camping again (Pat’s 

attitude to camping is identical!). The 

family did, however, enjoy a lot of day 

trips.  Christchurch was a popular 

destination; while there, they would 

visit Margaret Hurndell from Dunedin.  

There were also regular trips in the 

1960s to the Waitaki Valley to view 

Figure 30 Camping probably at Lake Te Anau 

Figure 29 Camping trip to Te Anau, ca. 1960 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1956_New_Year_Honours
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1956_New_Year_Honours
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_of_the_British_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hodder_and_Stoughton
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the progress of the dams – Aviemore and Benmore.   

As an aside, the Ford consul pictured was around 1955 and the first new 
model Ford Car after the war – launched in 1951 to great acclaim. 

Interests outside the home 

There was in fact little time for either 

Doreen or Eric to do much else in their 

busy working lives. What little leisure 

time they had was filled with buying, 

renovating and selling houses, in order 

to increase their capital and acquire 

small lump sums for special purchases, 

such as a new car. For very many 

years, however, Doreen was a member 

of the Caversham Home Economics 

branch, taking her turn as secretary 

and president.  She had her sister-in-

law, Mavis Dick (nee Strong), and her 

long standing friend, Nance Reader 

(nee Brown)  (See p.Error! 

Bookmark not defined.) as fellow members and activists!    

Eric was on the committee of the Caversham Scout Group before becoming 

Chair for one or possibly two terms. This was prompted by Allan joining 

the cub pack and then the scout group. 

Figure 31 Waitaki Photo with Craig beside the 

Ford Consul!, probably taken by Allan 

Figure 32 The 2 Mavis s: Mavis Doreen Dick & 

Lilian Mavis Strong 
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Goal Attainment 
Both Eric and Doreen fortunately lived long 

enough to see one of their major life goals 

fulfilled, with the graduation from university of 

both sons – Allan in 1971 with a BA (Hons) 1st 

class in History, followed by a position in the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Wellington, and a 

two-year posting to Papua New Guinea, and Craig 

in 1976, with a BA, LLB, followed by a year at 

Library School and then appointment as deputy chief librarian at Timaru 

Public Library in 1978, the year Eric died.  

Figure 33 Eric & Doreen , Craig's Graduation 

 

Illness and death 

In 1971 Eric awoke one morning with one arm largely paralysed and with 

no other major symptoms.  It was of course a mild stroke which left him 

permanently disabled and brought an abrupt end to his building activities 

and indeed most activities.  He fought it at every step but despite therapy 

the arm did not come back into anything approaching normal use.  He had 

to give up driving as well probably because of the side effects rather than 

the loss of the arm.  This was hugely frustrating for him. He was left with 

nothing to do other than read and some minor pottering.  Doreen rose to 

the occasion continuing to try to earn some income to support the family 

and finally getting her driving licence!  

Eric had always been quick-tempered, but it was always over in a flash.  

Now driven by the frustration  and inactivity – and people treating him as 
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an invalid or even as mentally impaired – the rages became longer.  Apart 

from Doreen the two people who could control him were his mother in law, 

May and her sister Agnes or Aunt Aggie as she was known.  The former was 

particularly supportive even moving house to be close to Doreen and Eric 

when they lived in Culloden St.. As Allan had left home ,Craig bore the brunt 

of this, providing his mother with ongoing support – which actually 

continued for the rest of her life! This was a huge load for him. Doreen’s 

brother Allan was also to the fore in giving her friendship and support until 

his death in 1991. 

From the start Allan struggled with his father’s condition.  While in 

Dunedin he did his best to help his mother, but he really did not know how 

to related effectively to his father. Being away from home made this both 

easier on a day to day basis but even more difficult when visiting.  It was 

indeed a sa reflection on his social shortcomings. Of course, it was all made 

much worse by Eric’s obvious pride in him! The guilt endures. 

In this situation it is perhaps not surprising that the Rylance and Sargison 

parents did not get on overly well. At best it it would have been hard given 

that both fathers for various reasons were not overly social.  Eric felt that 

Philip in particular thought he was mentally impaired because of the 

stroke…… 

Eric died on 27 August 1978 in Dunedin and was cremated at Andersons 

Bay Crematorium. The last 6 years of his life were a bitter reward for a life 

of hardwork and selflessness. 

Although she could see that it was a happy release for Eric, Doreen really 

struggled to get over Eric’s death, if indeed she ever did. Fortunately, she 

had support from her family and close friends but she found it a hard and 

indeed lonely road.   Craig went to work in Dunedin at the Otago 
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Polytechnic in 1990 and in 1994 she went to live with him in Beach St, St 

Clair where she had a lovely basement flat and he had the upper storey.  It 

was nice at this time that she was there because Eric and her had always 

loved going to watch the waves at St Clair, particularly in difficult times. 

She moved with him back to Christchurch.  The move to Christchurch was 

essential - she could no longer live alone - but  in the end she considered it 

a mistake.  In her diary that it was the worst mistake of her life. She left all 

her known life behind, all the people she had known for decades and was 

totally dependent on her 2 sons and grandchildren, all with very busy lives. 

Perhaps as an emotional reasction she became more rigid in sticking to her 

beliefs on a range of topics such as families, parenting and role of women.  

She found it hard to understand the lifestyle of Allan and Pat and their 

approach to parenting. 

 Allan was working in Wellington and travelling and she and Pat did not 

have an easy relationship leaving Craig with an extra burden. . That said, 

Allan has great memories of going over to Craig and Doreen’s every 

Saturday morning with dog and one or more children for scones and 

coffee!  

To be finished 

Doreen died in 2009 after a relatively short illness and a stay of a few 

months in a resthome when she became too much for Craig to care for 

while working in a busy job.  She was, I think, happy to pass on after a life 

well lived.  
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Not the descent line 

Laura Mary Sargison 

Laura Mary Sargison was James Henry’s Sargison’s eldest sister. She was 

born in April 1877 in Port Chalmers, when her father, Henry, was 20, and 

her mother, Mary, was 21. She was their first child (of six), born a year into 

their marriage. It is not clear whether Mary had come over to Port 

Chalmers from Blueskin for the birth or whether she and Henry were living 

there. Henry and Mary were definitely living in Blueskin by 1881 when 

James Henry Sargison was born. 

Laura married John (Jack) Porteous in 1897 in Waitati, Otago. John 

Porteous was born in Port Molyneux, Clutha, Otago. His father, John 

Porteous and mother Isabella Philips (McMinn) had emigrated from 

Inveresk, Edinburgh, Scotland. 

Laura and John had three children during their marriage. She died on 18 

June 1955 in Christchurch, Canterbury, at the age of 78, and was buried in 

Bromley, Canterbury.  At the time of her death she was in Sunnyside 

Hospital in Christchurch which suggests some mental condition. 

Agnes Sargison Jacob Eyers 

Agness 48 Sargison was born in 1864 at Parsons Drove, Cambridgeshire, 

one of seven children.  Her brothers, William George and Henry Griffen 

Sargison came out to NZ first, arriving in 1875 on the Wellington. William 

married Agnes Souness (nee Robertson) in 1883, after the death of her first 

husband, John Souness in 1877. After 1883, therefore, she was known as 

Agnes Sargison. 

 
48 A second great aunt of Craig & Allan Sargison. 
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In 1884, an Agnes Sargison arrived in Invercargill aboard the Ruapehu as a 

single woman.  We do not    know why she decided to emigrate at that time, 

other than that she may have wanted to join her brothers in the new 

colony, and had reached a suitable age to do so. It is possible that she 

continued on to Dunedin from Invercargill.  She worked as a servant, 

apparently for a member of the Tripp family, runholders at Orari Gorge in 

South Canterbury. 

Child Murder Trial:  “The Oamaru Horror” 

An Agness49 Sargison was arrested and charged with the murder of a child 

in 1886.  Clearly, this Agness Sargison was the sister of William and Henry, 

not the wife of William. She is described as a single woman, and she wrote 

to her brother, William, seeking financial assistance for her legal fees.   

An additional interesting note is that one of the witnesses at the trial was 

a Susan Horne who was married to James Horne, a carter in Dunedin.  They 

were the parents of Mary Ann Horne who was the wife of Agness’s brother, 

Harry Griffen Sargison.  

Agness was found guilty by 

the coronial court but was 

acquitted in the Supreme 

Court in Oamaru on 17 

March 1887. The trial was 

by any standard horrific. 

The transcripts make for 

harrowing reading.  Agness 

was accused of murdering 

 
49 Sometimes referred to with one s and sometimes with 2. 

Figure 34 Evening Star Report 
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her female infant child, then dismembering the body and burying the parts, 

then absconding. 

The letter below50 clearly establishes that she did in fact have an 

illegitimate child, probably fathered by her employer or another member 

of the family for whom she worked, in circumstances that would probably 

amount to rape today. Such tragedies were not uncommon in 19th century 

New Zealand, just as they were in the Britain. It seems that William did 

come to her aid as she did have a lawyer at the Supreme Court trial. 

The central element at that trial seems to be that the doctors could not 

agree on the cause of death. The doctor who attended the child four or five 

days before its disappearance said in his evidence that it could not have 

lived as it was dying when he saw it. There was also disagreement as to 

whether the remains were those of the child. 

 The plea set up was that the child died a natural death, and that the mother 

bad buried it in the yard, the mutilation being caused by the spade used for 

the burial. 

Agness must have suffered greatly from the whole nightmarish experience, 

yet she seems to have hung in there.  In 1890, she married Jacob Eyers.51  

When Jacob was born in 1863 in Adelaide, South Australia, his father, Isaac, 

was 29 and his mother, Marion, was 33. Agness and Jacob had two sons 

together. 

 
50 Clipped from: https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers  (Web view) 
51 Also spelt Eyres. 

onenote:https://d.docs.live.net/cc3c8284d7920e85/Documents/allan's%20Notebook/Quick%20Notes.one#Papers%20Past%20|%20THE%20OAMARU%20HORROR.%20(Evening%20Star,%201886&section-id={A5B550ED-34F3-45BF-85D9-4D22332DC4BD}&page-id={43AE43B2-7AAB-462D-840D-6C67BF72C53B}&object-id={4E050A25-A35B-4208-882D-3FB5EB227ECC}&2C
https://onedrive.live.com/view.aspx?resid=CC3C8284D7920E85%21397&id=documents&wd=target%28Quick%20Notes.one%7CA5B550ED-34F3-45BF-85D9-4D22332DC4BD%2FPapers%20Past%20%5C%7C%20THE%20OAMARU%20HORROR.%20%28Evening%20Star%2C%201886%7C43AE43B2-7AAB-462D-840D-6C67BF72C53B%2F%29
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Jacob died in 1895, aged only 32, probably as the result of a boating 

accident. He was buried in August. Agness’s brother, William Sargison died 

the same year, in November.     

Interestingly, Agness successfully asked the Court to commit her son, 

George William Sargison Eyers to the Industrial school (similar to a 

juvenile detention centre) on 23 June 1898, so presumably she was unable 

to cope with him. He and his brother, William Eyers, later moved to 

Wanganui where they died in the 1970s. 

In 1911, Agness was married again, to Joseph Love who was born in 1854 

in Staffordshire.52 The Loves were a mining family, originally Cornish tin 

miners. The marriage took place in Victoria, Australia but the couple 

returned to New Zealand at some stage.  Joseph died on the West Coast on 

15 November, 1931.  

If anybody deserved the description “grafter”, it must be Agness who 

seemed to have had a life requiring constant determination and grit! 

Everything was stacked against her and yet she lived to be 80! 

 

 

 
52 The home of pottery making and Staffordshire terriers!! 
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The Waitaki 
Cunninghams 

Descent Line 

C 1Robert Cunningham 1823-1899 

3rd great-grandfather 

C2  George Duncan Cunningham 1849-1878 

Son of Robert Cunningham 

The Cunningham line came from Australia to New 

Zealand in 1861, first to the Tuapeka goldfields and 

thence to the Waitaki Valley and Kurow. 

 

https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/172004169410
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C3  Georgina Betson Ann Cunningham 1878-1912 

Daughter of George Duncan Cunningham 

C4 Eric Duncan Sargison 1908-1978 

Son of Georgina Betson Ann Cunningham 

C5 Allan James Sargison 1949- 

Son of Eric Duncan Sargison 

Georgina Elizabeth and Geoffrey Philip James Sargison 

Children of Allan James Sargison 

 

C1 Robert Cunningham & Betson Wilson 

When Robert Cunningham was born in 1823 in St Andrews, Fife, his father, 

Robert, was 20 and his mother, Margaret, was 25.  

When Betson Wilson53 and her twin sister, Eliza, were born in 1822, their 

father, John, was 21 and their mother, Betson Turpie, was 35. Betson 

married Robert Cunningham on 16 December 1848 in St Andrews and St 

Leonards, Fife. In December 1854, they arrived in Melbourne aboard the 

Fulwood. 

The Cunninghams began 

their New Zealand lives  in 

Tuapeka  (Lawrence), Clutha 

when they arrived in the 

latter part of 1860 or 1861. 

Their son, James54 who was 

born in Tuapeka in 1861. 

 
53 Georgina Cunningham’s mother and the 2nd great grandmother of Craig & Allan Sargison 
54 Covered later but the uncle of Georgina Cunningham. 

Figure 35 Lawrence in 1860s, Muir & Moodie 

https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738646
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738474
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738363
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/172004169338
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Robert was a shopkeeper and undoubtedly benefitted from the gold rush 

at nearby Gabriel’s Gully where gold was found in 1861.   
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James went to school at Hamiltons so presumably his parents moved the 

shop there once gold was discovered. 

Hamiltons is 10kms from Waipiata, just above Patearoa and the 

tuberculosis sanatorium built in the 1930s. The area is named after 

Captain Hamilton, who, along with two others, took up Run 204, known as 

Hamiltons Station. 

Figure 36 Map of region - red is the Hyde Macraes shear zone.  In its basement schist lies the source of 

the Macraes Mine's gold today. 

 

In late 1863, gold was 

reported and the field initially 

proved very rich, yielding 

thousands of ounces of gold. 

When the news was 

confirmed, virtually the 

whole of Naseby decamped 

(population 2000 at the 

time).55 

 
55 http://www.dunedinfamilyhistory.co.nz/central-otago/ 

 

http://www.dunedinfamilyhistory.co.nz/central-otago/
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Some 2,000 miners first worked the area, peaking at 4,000 in 1864. 

Ironically, the surviving township of Patearoa (formerly known as 

Sowburn) once relied Figure 37 View from Hamiltons Cemetery by Chris Weir        heavily 

on Hamiltons for shops and 

services. The town of 

Hamiltons, which included 

25 liquor outlets and 40 

stores, did not last long, 

although a few miners did 

stay and continued 

hydraulic sluicing. A small 

rush (of some 2-3 miners) 

took place at Sowburn while 

  the Hamiltons rush was in full swing.56 

As an aside, the Waipiata Country Hotel apparently continues the legacy of 

the ancient ice sport of curling with Hamilton's Curling Club, which was 

established in 1886. 

C1 – A James Cunningham 

The move to Waitaki 

James Cunningham57 started farming at Otiake on rough tussock land 

in 1881. Otiake is  located between the Kurow and Otiake creeks, on 

the south bank of the Waitaki river, and extends back to the hills. It is 

a sheep farming and agricultural district, and has alluvial flats, with 

 
56 Op cit 

57 2nd great uncle of Craig & Allan Sargison 
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fertile valleys among the hills. Today there are two small vineyards 

in the area. 

In 1905, Otiake had a public 

school with a library in the 

school grounds, and a post 

office and telephone bureau. 

There were two flag stations on 

the railway line—Hille's and 

Strachan's; the first, one mile, and the second, four miles from Kurow. 

Otiake is in the Otekaike riding of the Waitaki county, and in the Mount Ida 

electoral district. At the census of 1901, the village and neighbourhood had 

a population of 146. 

The 1905 Cyclopedia of NZ reported that James 

 has now fenced and cultivated (his farm). The property consists 

of 320 acres of freehold, which is devoted to grain growing, and 

the raising of sheep, cattle, and horses. Mr. Cunningham drove one 

of the first waggon teams through the hilly part of the settlement. 

He has been a member of the North Otago Mounted Rifles since 

1893 and holds office as senior sergeant. For a number of years he 

served on the Otiake school committee, and also on the library 

committee. Since 1901 he has resided in Oamaru, where he owns 

livery and bait stables.58  

James Cunningham was married in Melbourne, in 1890, to Catherine 

Orr, a daughter of Mr. John Orr of Oamaru. 

 
58 http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-Cyc04Cycl-t1-body1-d5-d12.html 

 

http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-Cyc04Cycl-t1-body1-d5-d12.html
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The photo was presumably taken before 1905.59 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Whare Flat: Jolly & 
Havard Families 
 

 
59 http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-Cyc04Cycl-t1-body1-d5-d12.html 

 

http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-Cyc04Cycl-t1-body1-d5-d12.html
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The Jolly Descent line 
J 1 William Bloomfield Jolly -1841 

5th great-grandfather 

 

J2 Robert Jolly 1819-1896 

4th great-grandfather 

 

J3  John Jolly 1847-1902 

Son of Robert Jolly 

 

J 4 Robert James Jolly 1870-1959 

Son of John Jolly 

 

J5  May Elizabeth (aka Mary) Jolly 1899-1986 

Daughter of Robert James Jolly 

 

Mavis Doreen Dick 1921-2009 

Daughter of May Elizabeth (aka Mary) Jolly 

 

Allan James Sargison 1949- 

Son of Mavis Doreen Dick 

 

Georgina Elizabeth& Geoffrey Philip James  Sargison 

 

https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/172033019464
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000907541
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738686
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738417
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738363
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/172004169338
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Family Background 

The Jolly family has been traced back to the 17th century, to Guiseley, St 

Oswald in Western Yorkshire, where William Grime was born.60 He 

married a Mary and their  daughter, Mary (1675-1727)  married a Peter 

Jolly (1664-1729).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter Jolly was born and died in Skipton, Yorkshire which is a classic 

market town at the gateway to the Yorkshire dales. For the geographically 

challenged, Skipton is about 61 kilometers west of York.  It is today a 

beautiful market town with a medieval castle dating from 1090 and built 

by Robert de Romille.  

 
60 He was the 8th great grandfather of Craig & Allan. 

Figure 38 Skipton Castle 
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J1 William Jolly 

 

William was the son of William Jolly 

(1747-1824) and Sarah Stell (1745-

1898). He was born in Skipton. 

He married Elizabeth Birtwhistle 

(1718-1754), also of Skipton. Her 

parents were born and bred in 

Skipton too. 

 William B Jolly, who died in 1841 

moved to Henstead, Norfolk where his wife Elizabeth (1776-1859) was 

born.61 

Somewhat confusingly, Henstead is actually located in the county of 

Suffolk, Eastern England, five miles south-east of the town of Beccles, 22 

miles south-east of the major city of Norwich, and 99 miles north-east of 

London. Henstead lies four miles south-east of the Norfolk border.  

Only one child has been identified – Robert born in 1819. 

  

 
61 The were the 4th great grandparents of Craig & Allan. 
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J2  Robert Jolly & Mary West 

William and Elizabeth’s son, Robert (1819-1896), married Mary West 

(1819-1894) on 7 August 1840 at Forncett St Peter in South Norfolk.  
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Forncett St Peter, Forncett St. Mary and Forncett End are adjoining villages 

in the Hundred of Depwade, southeast Norfolk.  The parish of Forncett 

sweeps around a right angle with a parish church at each corner - Forncett 

End, Forncett St Peter and Forncett St Mary. 

In 1821, local field labourers rioted against the introduction of modern 

threshing machinery and were almost all imprisoned. In the 1840s, an 

agricultural depression forced many to abandon rural life in search of work 

in the factories created by the Industrial Revolution. 

Robert was a shopkeeper at the time of the 1851 census.  Two of Robert 

and Mary’s sons, John and Robert, born in 1847 and 1850 respectively, 

were to emigrate to New Zealand.  Robert arrived on 27 October 1875 at 

Port Chalmers aboard the Auckland.  He was listed as a machine maker. 

John’s date of arrival is unclear although he was clearly here by 1870 when 

his son, Robert James Jolly, was born.  

J3 John Jolly (1847-1902) 

 

John and his wife, Elizabeth, lived at Whare 

Flat where he died in 1902.  Virtually nothing 

has been found about Elizabeth other than 

they had one son, Robert James Jolly, who 

was born in 1870 at Whare Flat. 

The adjoining photo is probably Elizabeth at 

94.  It is in the Hocken collection as “Granny 

Jolly, 94 years old Whale Flat.” 
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J3A Robert Jolly 

Robert, John’s brother, also lived in Whare Flat. He appears to have 

arrived in Dunedin on 27 October 

1875 aboard the Auckland.  He is 

listed as a machine maker.62 The 

letter opposite gives a good idea 
of life in Whare Flat at the time. 

 

In 1910 there is a newspaper 

report to the effect that 

 “an old man named James Jolly, 

a resident of Whare Flat met 

with a serious accident at 

Kaikorai Bally yesterday 

afternoon.  He was loading some chaff on a dray when the horses 

bolted and he was thrown heavily on the road.  On examination at the 

Hospital,  it was found that several ribs were broken and his right 

hand so injured as ti necessitate the amputation of a finger.  Hal also 

sustained a slight scalp wound but in spite of all the old man refused 

to remain in the hospital and was anxious to return to Whare Flat last 

night, though he was persuaded to remain in Dunedin63. 

This is almost certainly Robert who was either so named or he 

adopted the name; his nephew, John’s son,  was so named. 

J4  Robert James Jolly (1870-1959) 

Robert James was the son of John and Elizabeth. In 1889 he married Mary 

Hannah Havard, also of Whare Flat.  They had six children. The marriage 

was to end somewhat dramatically and certainly unfortunately.  This is 

dealt with  under the section on Mary Hannah Havard (H2 Mary Hannah 

Havard (1882-1950). 

 
62National Archives  Passenger lists, IM-15-12-232, Auckland (Ship), Jul. 31-Oct. 27, 1875, 

63 Otago witness October 6, 1910 
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The Havards:  
 

Descent Line 

H1 William Davey ( Henry?) Havard 1851-1936 

3rd great-grandfather 

 

H2  Mary Hannah Havard 1882-1959 

Daughter of William Davey ( Henry?) Havard 

 

H3 May Elizabeth (aka Mary) Jolly 1899-1986 

Daughter of Mary Hannah Havard 

 

Mavis Doreen Dick 1921-2009 

Daughter of May Elizabeth (aka Mary) Jolly 

 

Allan James Sargison 1949- 

Son of Mavis Doreen Dick 

 

Georgina Elizabeth & Philip James  Sargison 

You are the daughter of Allan James Sargison 

https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000769847
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738686
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738417
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/171000738363
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/172004169338
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H1 William Davey Havard & Elizabeth Evans 

 

The Havards were from Wales. William Davey 

Havard was born in Llowes, Radnorshire on 14 

January 1851, the son of William Havard (1824-

1909) and Sarah Davies (1831-1911). In 1875, he 

married Elizabeth Evans of Dukestown, 

Breconshire, Wales at the parish church in 

Bedwelty, Monmouthshire.The church of St Sannan was built in a 

thirteenth century Gothic style. The church tower is fourteenth century 

and contains six bells. The church was restored in 1858 and repaired in 

1882. The exterior is whitewashed. 

William64 and Elizabeth eldest child, Eleanor, was born 

in Wales in 1877. The family emigrated to New Zealand 

and Otago on 26 January 1879.  Their second child was 

born in Otago in January 1880.  

William and Elizabeth settled in Whare Flat where 

William was for some years the water-race caretaker. 

Adjoining this is a photo of the race and what may well 

have been the caretaker’s house, taken just about the time 

they left the district. 

 

 

 
64 2nd great grandfather of Craig & Allan 

Figure 39St Sannan's Church 

from 17th century 

Figure 41 William 

Havard 

Figure 40 Elizabeth 

Evans 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gothic_architecture
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 In 1891, William  owned a 

residential section number 15 at 

Kirkland Hill.65  By 1913 they were 

living in Dunedin. 

 

 

 

Figure 42 Water race which William cared for, 

Otago Witness 25 April 1917 

 

 
65 1890 Electoral Roll. It is now known as Halfway Bush but was originally named after or by 
James Kirkland. 
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Elizabeth was to play an important role in the upbringing of her 

granddaughter, May Elizabeth Jolly, described below. 
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William’ s brothers, Fred Davies Havard (1868-`935) and John Havard 

(1861-1938) also came to Otago.   

Fred Davies66 was in New Zealand by September 1897 when he married 

Mary Elizabeth Cubitt (1868-1942) in the Kaikorai Parish, Dunedin.  They 

later moved to Hornby in Christchurch and then to Hampden in North 

Otago. John went to Bendigo in Central Otago.  by 1931 with his wife Mary 

Vaughan whom he married in 1878 in Wales. 

A niece and nephew of John and William Havard also settled in New 

Zealand – Elsie Hannah Havard (1892-1973) and her brother, Jonas Palfrey 

Havard (1897-1935). 

 

H2 Mary Hannah Havard (1882-1950) 

 

Returning to the descent line, Mary Hannah Havard 

was born in Whare Flat on 25 August 1882.  She was 

to become the great grandmother of Allan and Craig 

Sargison through her daughter, May Elizabeth Jolly. 

Born at Whare Flat in 1882, she married Robert James 

Jolly in 1899. The couple lived in Whare Flat and were to have six children. 

Figure 43 Mary Hannah Havard 

 

 
66 3rd great uncle of Craig & Allan. 
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The first child, May Elizabeth Jolly, was born before the couple married and 

seems to have been brought up by her grandmother, Elizabeth Evans. 

Some nine years after the marriage Mary’s younger sister, Maggie Sisera 

Havard, born in 1892, came to stay with the family, with fatal consequences 

for her and tragic ones for the wider family.   

Robert James Jolly clearly had a wandering eye and seduced the young 

woman.  This apparently went on for a little time before she became 

pregnant.  While suspicions were rife, there was no confirmation until the 

child was born and Maggie lay dying; she confessed all to her sister.  It is 

not known who brought up the baby named after her mother: Margaret 

Sisera Havard, born in January 1911. 

Mary Hannah had had enough and sued for divorce.  Of course, there was 

extensive newspaper coverage, some of which is included below but Mary 

won through and obtained custody of the children.  Her life must have been 
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very hard indeed.  Some 14 years later in 1925, she married Robert 

Kennard Bayliss who was 25 at the timer. She had no luck in this 

relationship either for he died on 24 December 1926.  Mary or Nana Bayliss 

as she was known to her grandchildren lived until 1959.  She was buried 

in the Andersons Bay cemetery. 

The errant Robert James Jolly lived until the same year when he died at 

Ocean Grove, Dunedin, aged 88. He was buried in the Southern Cemetery. 

He does not appear to have remarried. 

Divorce67 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
67 https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/nz-truth/1912/2/24/5 

 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/nz-truth/1912/2/24/5
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Figure 44 Nana Bayliss, Doreen Dick, May Jolly 1942 

H 3 May Elizabeth Jolly 

May was born to Mary 

Hannah and Robert Jolly on 

25 August 1899,68 before 

their marriage the same year.  

She was largely brought up at 

Whare Flat by her 

grandmother, Elizabeth Jolly (nee Evans) who 

amongst other things was able to supply her granddaughter with a horse. 

 
68 The situation of her parents’ divorce was never a subject of discussion in the lifetimes of Craig & 

Allan Sargison! 

Figure 45 Whare Flat School which 

May attended. 
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May enjoyed riding round the district, exploring and indeed riding to 

school, at least at times.  It seems to have been a hard but good childhood.  

At a young age by today’s standards, May went out to work, going into 

service in a large house in the area.  Her grandmother secured the job for 

her.  While there are a number to choose from, it is likely that her employer 

lived in Outram or Woodside, as it was while working there that she met a 

young milk grader/cheese maker called Hope Eason Dick who was 

working in the local dairy factory in Outram. They married in 1917. The 

rest of her life is dealt with elsewhere under the Dicks. 

It is however worth recording that the first house lived in by Hope and May 

was in the Outram area which was very susceptible to flooding. One report 

noted stated that the Taieri River near Allanton was three metres 

shallower than at the time of settlement, driven in part by the sluicing of 

the gold era. In 1917, shortly after their marriage, there was a large flood 

which wrecked the Dicks’ house.  They lost all the contents except for two 

glasses which are now in the possession of Craig Sargison, their grandson. 

The following newspaper report relates to that flood. 

LARGE AREA INUNDATED. A YOUNG MAN DROWNED. RAILWAY 

COMMUNICATION RESTORED. As stated last "week, the weather 

improved on the 18th inst., and as the waters of the Upper Taieri 

commended to fall, the news heartened up the settlers on the Lower 

Taieri Plain. Large tracts of the Plain had been inundated and much 

valuable farming land had suffered badly, but it was realised that the 

most serious part of the crisis was over. Late in the afternoon of the 

18th inst., the flood waters broke through the embankment in Mr 

Cross's paddock above the Otokia traffic bridge. The breach increased 

to 10ft in width, and through this the water flowed inundating many 

places to a depth of 6ft, and the plain resembled a sea with houses and 

trees dotted here and there. This gap did not prove so serious as one 

which occurred in Mr Morrison's paddock, south of the Otokia railway 

bridge. Here a gap of three chains in width allowed an enormous 
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quantity of water to pour out over the lower part of the plain, the total 

area, submerged being probably 12 miles square. On the main road on 

the 19th motor car traffi6 was possible as far as Otokia, but south of 

Otokia the road was covered with water in several places, and these 

parts had to be negotiated by means of horsedrawn vehicles. : A number 

of travellers made the journey southwards by this method, and parcels 

of newspapers were also conveyed to Milton. At Allanton the waters 

dropped rapidly, and the railway and roads were clear. The whole of 

South Taieri, from Waipori Lake to Otokia, however, became flooded 

during _ the day, ,the water rising rapidly and increasing in extent 

under the influence of the wind and the making tide. The flood waters 

at East Taieri receded 24ft on the 19th, and portions of land are now 

showing through, though boats are still being used as a means of 

transit. The wind, by keeping the water in motion all day, did a good 

deal of damage to the protective embankments. A regrettable 

occurrence took place near Otokia on Wednesday, 20th inst., as the 

result of which a young man named Alfred Lobb, about 20 years of age, 

lost his life by drowning. It appears that he left his home on horseback 

to go to the place where he was working on the other side of the 

railway. When he had gone a short distance along the station road the 

horse shied and ran backwards over the side of the road into about 12ft 

of water.69 

As an aside, New Zealand's lowest point, at 2m below sea level, is slightly 

north of the airport on Kirk's Drain Road, Momona. 

 
69 

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19190829.2.134?query=taieri+floods&items_p

er_page=10&page=3&start_date=01-01-1900&end_date=31-12-

1920&snippet=true&title=ODT%2cOw 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_lowest_point
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19190829.2.134?query=taieri+floods&items_per_page=10&page=3&start_date=01-01-1900&end_date=31-12-1920&snippet=true&title=ODT%2cOW
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19190829.2.134?query=taieri+floods&items_per_page=10&page=3&start_date=01-01-1900&end_date=31-12-1920&snippet=true&title=ODT%2cOW
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/OW19190829.2.134?query=taieri+floods&items_per_page=10&page=3&start_date=01-01-1900&end_date=31-12-1920&snippet=true&title=ODT%2cOW
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At the time of the marriage, both Hope Dick and his father were working at 

the Outram Dairy Factory owned by the Taieri and Peninsula Company.   

The 1905 Cyclopedia of Otago & Southland describes it thus: 

It is   situated about a mile from the railway station, and was first opened 

in 1891, by Messrs Cuddie Bros., and the present owners have worked it 

for about ten years. The daily supply for four months of summer is about 

1,200 gallons, and 700 for the balance of the season; in the winter time the 

supply amounts to about 600 gallons, every other day. There are about 

thirty suppliers. The factory is equipped with all necessary plant and 

appliances, and the cream is forwarded to the head factory in Dunedin, and 

ultimately took charge of the factory at Outram.  Hope and his father 

worked here.70 

The rest of May’s story can be found under the section on the life of Hope 

Eason Dick.  Error! Reference source not found. 

 

 
70 http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-412290.html 
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The Varnish Rylances 
 

Descent Line 

R1Frederick Rylance 1856-1931 

2nd great-grandfather 

R2 Thurstan Vernon Rylance 1881-1948 

Son of Frederick Rylance 

R3 Philip Vernon Rylance 1922-1979 

Son of Thurstan Vernon Rylance 

R4 Dr Patricia Ann Rylance 1952- 

Daughter of Philip Vernon Rylance 

 

This was the last of our primary families to arrive in New 

Zealand in the early 20th century.  They settled in Dunedin 

and Christchurch 

 

https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/172122989376
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/172004563754
https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/172004169231
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Georgina Elizabeth & Geoffrey Philip James Sargison 

Children  of Dr Patricia Ann Rylance 

 

R1 Frederick Rylance (1856-1931) & Annie 

Whittle 

Frederick Rylance. was born in April 1856, when his father, Thomas, was 

31 and his mother, Sophia, was 30.  

He then married Annie Whittle in February 1881 at Stockport in Cheshire. 

By 1891, he was living at 127 Delaware St in Openshaw, Lancashire. 

 
Frederick was a paint manufacturer, a trade which had been pursued by 

his own father, and would also occupy his sons. In 1911, he is listed as 

https://www.ancestry.com/family-tree/person/tree/120819959/person/172004169338
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living with his daughter, Muriel, and sons, John Valentine and Thurstan 

Rylance in a 6 roomed house om Denton. Thurstan was a varnish maker 

and John a clerk at a hat manufacturers. There is no mention of Annie, who 

had presumably died before then.  

Frederick, Muriel and Frederick Thomas Robert all emigrated to New 

Zealand around 1911, although on his army records, Frederick Thomas did 

say he had been in NZ since 1912 and his father from 1911.    

Frederick died on 4 February 1931 in Christchurch, Canterbury, at the age 

of 74, and was buried in Bromley Cemetery. 

Paint manufacturing 

This commercial venture because it involved both the brothers and the 

father is dealt with separately in the following chapter. 

R2 Thurstan Vernon Rylance (1888-1948) & Mary 

Clapham Moss (1888-1974)    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thurstan Vernon was born in 1888 in Openshaw, Lancashire. He followed 

his father and indeed grandfather into the paint and varnish trade. 

Figure 46 Thurstan Rylance 
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 Mary Clapham was born on 29 December 

1886 in Warrington, Lancashire. Her father, 

Philip, was 28, and her mother, Mary, was 28. 

She was baptised on 5 June 1887 at St Elphins 

Church, Warrington. 

 She became a cotton weaver. After Thurstan 

emigrated to New Zealand with his father and 

siblings about 1911-1912, she remained at 

home to care for her father, Philip, in his last years. Philip died in 1914 and 

she quickly came out to New Zealand leaving on 11 November 1914), 

The adjoining 

inscription comes from a 

book of poems presented 

to her by her family on 

embarkation. 

 

Mary wasted no time in  

marrying Thurstan 

Vernon Rylance on 27 

February  1915 at All 

Saints Church, Dunedin  

Although his father was  

in New Zealand, the 

wedding notice locates 

him in Manchester. 

Indeed he appears (we think on the left of the wedding photo below) 

Figure 47 Mary Clapham Moss 
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.  

Figure 48 Mary & Thurstan c1915 
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In June 1918, Thurstan was enlisted, but the war ended a few months later, 

so he never served overseas.  At the time of his enlistment, he was living at 

28 Calder St, North East Valley, Dunedin. 

The couple had four children, three daughters and a son, but the marriage 

was a desperate;ly unhappy and violent one. It was over by the mid 1920s.   
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Thurstan clearly 

did not want to 

support his wife 

and children 

after he left them 

and so Mary in 

early 1925 

applied for a 

maintenance 

order as shown  
opposite. 71 

 
71  
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In the 1933 appearance, he 

was sentenced to 2 months 

imprisonment to be 

suspended if he paid 10L off 

in two months. The order was 

reduced to 15 shillings a 

week!!  Even during the 

Depression, five people must 

have struggled to exist on 

such a tiny sum; no wonder 

the older daughters all 

entered the workforce at the 

earliest possible moment, 

while Philip, the son, sold 

newspapers on street corners 

in the cold and rain at the age 

of 10. 

 

Thurstan was also charged 

and convicted of sneak 

thieving: 
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He also appears to have 

defaulted on an invoice in 

Christchurch in 1931.72  

 

 

 

At some point in the mid-

1930s, Thurstan entered into another relationship with Alice Jean Mann, 

the widow of Earnest John Sandrey (1890-1930).  They had a daughter, 

Ruth Christina Rylance (1936-2017).  She died in Ashburton. 

By 1946, Thurston and Alice were living at 57 Waimari Rd, Christchurch 

where he was a poultry farmer.  He died in 1948. 

This whole matrimonial history had a tremendously negative effect on his 

wife, Mary Clapham Moss, and her children, particularly his son. 

 
72 https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19310313.2.11 
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Recollections of Mary Clapham Moss. my paternal 

grandmother- Patricia Sargison (nee Rylance) 

My memories of my grandmother, whom we called Nana, are few. We 

never spent much time with her, and we were certainly never made to feel 

welcome at her house. She never appeared to take any interest in us at all; 

I only remember ever receiving one gift from her, a book for Christmas one 

year: Dimsie Head Girl. The fact that I do remember getting this book – it 

was one I enjoyed very much as young girl – is perhaps indicative of how 

unusual an event it was, as well as perhaps a sign that it meant more to me 

to be acknowledged than I can now recall. As it is, I have no memory of ever 

feeling disappointed that she clearly didn’t want to know us, at least partly 

I suppose because we were so much loved by our other grandmother and 

the great aunts, with whom we spent many happy holidays and to whom 

we always felt important. I do recall Grandmother taking me to visit Nana 

once, when I was staying with her on my own; Grandmother believed I 

owed her that duty but we were certainly not welcomed and as I recall, the 

visit was short, with Nana saying almost nothing at all to us. This was the 

case whenever we did visit; the only conversation was carried out by my 

Aunt Rene, who lived with Nana all her life, and who did welcome us. Aunt 

Rene worked as a secretary to the manager of Thomsons Soft Drink factory 

– now we would call her an EA I think – and the only reason Janet and I can 

ever remember wanting to visit was because we were always allowed to 

have a bottle of fizzy drink of our choice. This would have been the only 

time we had fizzy drink – I recall the joys of icecream soda, raspberry and 

orange, the thought of which now make me shudder! I visited Aunty Ethel 

and her second husband, Stuart Cameron, quite regularly when I was at 

university – in fact Stuart, who was a geography lecturer at the university, 

was very good to me in the early confusing days as a student – but I don’t 
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recall every visiting Nana and Rene. I certainly don’t remember taking 

Allan to meet them73, although I introduced him to Grandmother very early 

and we both enjoyed meals at Ranui regularly. Later, after Nana’s death 

(which occurred when we were in Port Moresby so I was unable to attend 

the funeral), I did visit Rene whenever I was in Dunedin and enjoyed 

something of a friendship with her. But her greatest support undoubtedly 

came from Kathleen and later, Kathleen’s daughter, Justine. Aunty Ethel 

and her daughters were far closer to Nana and Rene than any of us, living 

as they did just a few blocks away, and spending a good deal of time with 

them, but even Kathleen does not feel she knew Nana, though she was very 

close to Rene. 

The only members of my father’s family who were part of our lives was his 

middle sister, Ethel, and her three daughters – particularly the youngest, 

Kathleen; even she was three years older than me. I do recall holidaying 

with Aunty Ethel and Kathleen in Dunedin – when I was about 13, I think – 

and her trying to persuade me to encourage my father to visit his mother 

more often. I remember feeling extremely uncomfortable because my 

father was never prepared to talk about his relationship with his mother 

and would certainly not have welcomed any interference from me. I was 

far too young and naïve to know what the problem really was, but my 

feeling was that Nana had taken out her bitterness about men in general, 

after being deserted by her husband, on her only son, my father. His close 

physical resemblance to his father presumably rubbed salt in the wound. 

One can certainly understand the bitterness – there was no pension for 

abandoned wives in those days and a woman with 4 children to support 

must have been in dire straits. All the children had to leave school as soon 

 
73 Allan remembers one visit! 
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as they were allowed – 13 or 14 – in order to find work and help pay the 

rent and put food on the table. I am not aware that Nana was ever in the 

paid workforce herself, so she was dependent on the earnings of her 

children, and the miserable sum awarded to her as maintenance by the 

courts, which anyway Thurstan seldom paid. All four of the children were 

intelligent and academically able, as well as being intensely musical, so it 

must have been a source of some angst that they were never given any 

opportunity to have the best education. I know my father hated whatever 

job he took when he left school; he certainly enlisted as a 17- year old as a 

way of escape from the many problems and challenges of his life. His war 

service, however damaging in all sorts of ways, did offer him a second 

chance at education; as a returned serviceman, he was entitled to 

rehabilitation and support to establish a future career, so he was able to 

study at university (briefly, as his diagnosis with TB put an end to his 

university studies), and then train at college as a teacher. Not so his sisters; 

Ethel and Rene made the best of what they had, and both ended up with 

good clerical jobs at a senior level but no doubt in a different time and in a 

different family, they could have reached much greater heights. 

I think my father’s childhood left him with lasting bitterness – I seem to 

recall someone telling me once that when my grandfather deserted his 

family, and went to live in Christchurch with another woman, my father at 

some point lived with him, because his mother didn’t want him. But clearly 

this did not continue and he was returned to his mother – so must have felt 

that neither parent wanted him. I would call his relationship with his 

mother a love/hate one; he desperately wanted her to love him but 

resented bitterly the way she treated him. She ignored my mother when 

my parents met, and sneered at my mother’s family as snobs and elitists, 

who would look down on working class people. My mother told me that my 
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father was utterly mortified when neither his mother nor Rene nor Elsie 

attended his wedding; nor did they give my parents a wedding gift. Dad did 

not tell Mum this for many years – he said they had given money – as he 

was so embarrassed and ashamed. I can remember him saying that the 

only gift they got from his family was from Ethel, who could least afford it. 

Nana did not attend my wedding either, nor did she give me a gift. It did 

not bother me in the least, as I felt no affection for her or any relationship 

with her. By the time of Janet’s wedding, she was dead. 

My mother told me once that Dad always felt he did not know how to be a 

good father and always saw himself as the worst father in the world. 

Reading about my grandfather’s violent temper makes me realise how 

greatly he must have feared that he would be the same sort of parent as his 

own father. Dad did have a temper and could be very frightening at times, 

although he loved us all very much. I always put this down to his terrible 

war experiences but maybe not. The damage inflicted by his upbringing 

certainly remained with him all his life.  

Physically, Nana was a small woman – clearly her children took after their 

father as Dad and all his sisters were tall, and they all had the hooked 

Rylance nose. I remember Nana as being quite slight, and stooped by the 

time we knew her. Her hair was straight and brown, parted at the side and 

held back by a clip – she never went grey. Rene had the same hair. She 

spoke always in a broad Lancashire accent which my father could mimic to 

perfection – but she spoke very little, and almost never addressed we 

children directly. I believe she was a good cook but I don’t recall ever eating 

anything at the house, except baking – fruit cake usually, as we often visited 

over the Christmas period. Mum used to ask her for recipes occasionally 

but was only ever told, “a little bit of this and a little bit of that”! We only 

ever went into the living room, where the coal range was and where Nana 
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and Rene lived. You entered by the back door – I don’t ever remember 

using the front door. The kitchen was to one side of it and there was a 

sunroom to the other side, where Rene used to sleep. The front of the 

house, which included the other bedrooms and the formal living room and 

I presume the bathroom, were never entered by us. There was a large 

garden, beautifully kept by Rene, with lots of fruit trees and flower beds. 

Rene was a dedicated cat lover and there were always many cats. Rene 

successfully showed her Persians for many years but they were not 

friendly animals and never allowed children to pet them. In later years, 

they were the focus of her life; they dined on the best steak while Rene 

lived on mince and water! 

I am never quite sure of the provenance of the house where Nana and Rene 

lived during all our childhood; indeed, Rene lived in it until she died. It was 

at 359 Main North Road, opposite the Ross Home. I understood from Dad 

that he had bought it for his mother with his rehabilitation grant after the 

war, but if so, they must have been renting it before then, as the address is 

given for Nana and Rene in 1930s electoral rolls. And my parents bought a 

house in Maryhill after they were married, where they lived until they 

moved to Merrivale when I was 4, so my father must have still had some 

money for that (although I believe my grandmother helped). Mum taught 

for a year before the marriage so may have had some savings. Who knows? 

May have been wishful thinking on my father’s part or I have may have 

remembered wrong.  

I think all I can conclude about Nana was that she was an extremely 

unhappy woman, who had every reason to be unhappy and sour but was 

never able to come to terms with the choices forced on her, and was never 

able to create any kind of comfortable family life for her children. Instead, 

she divided them, and created bitterness and misunderstanding, which 
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reverberated down the years and affected family relationships over the 

generations. For much of her life, Elsie was estranged from the family for 

reasons no one really understood, and now Ethel’s middle daughter, Helen, 

is also estranged for no known reason. The pain inflicted by a woman 

unable to give or receive even the smallest element of joy from family 

relationships continues to hurt her descendants today. 

Patricia Sargison 
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R3 -Philip Vernon Rylance & Elizabeth Allan 

After his father died, Philip grew up in an all-female environment.  He 

believed his mother did not really like him and she refused to call him by 

his name (even though it was a Moss name, the name of  her father, her 

grandfather and her brother). Instead, the family called him “Bob”, which 

seems to relate to nobody in particular in the overall family. His sisters and 

nieces, as well as his mother, always called him Bob, something he very 

much disliked.  

He became a very good and sought-after boy soprano, performing at most 

of the major venues in Dunedin. He and his sisters all seem to have studied 

music to some degree when they were young. Philip was an excellent 

amateur pianist, who could play anything by ear. Later in life, he and his 

wife, Elizabeth, both sang in the Oamaru Choral Society choir.  Rene and 
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Ethel also sang in and conducted choirs. Two of Ethel’s daughters and all 

her grandchildren are musically gifted. Her eldest daughter, Irene, is a 

trained classical pianist with an LTCL, and is a professional music teacher; 

her two sons are professional musicians. Ethel’s granddaughter, Justine, 

who works as a surgeon, is a gifted violinist who has always played in 

orchestras, and Justine’s eldest son, Alex, very young still, is also musically 

gifted, already playing in an orchestra at the age of six. 

.  
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World War 2: Philip’s War 

Philip, like his sisters, left school young, so that he could contribute to the family 

bills. It is thought that he may have worked as an office boy. He enlisted early, 

perhaps to get away from family life which must have been very trying, and to get 

away from a job he hated. He left Dunedin for training on 22 December 1939, aged 

17 (he lied about his age on his enlistment papers). 

 

 
Figure 491st Echelon boarding 1940 

He was part of a draft of 20 to bring the 1st Echelon up to strength. He was 

driver in the 1st Echelon of the 2nd NZEF – never having previously sat 

behind a wheel, as far as we know. His driving style was certainly rough 

and ready, learned on huge and forgiving army trucks, and in locations 

where there were no road rules. Although he could carry out basic 

maintenance, he was never particularly interested in the mechanics of 
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vehicles. He remained something of a “army” driver all his life; Patricia 

doubts that he ever studied the road code.  

Figure 50 Philip 1941/2 

The battalion's first year in Egypt was 

mainly devoted to training - boredom and 

sickness were always pressing. It had yet 

to fire a shot at the enemy against whom 

it had trained so assiduously; none of its 

four casualties had been killed in action. 

Some of the men had had anxious 

moments and close escapes from bombs 

dropped by high-flying Italian planes, and 

a few on anti-aircraft sentry duty had 

relished the opportunity to hit back with their light machine guns but had 

scored no known successes. Most of the troops had had to be content to lie 

in their beds at night and listen to the surge of the motors of the three-

engined Italian planes (‘organ-grinders’ they called them) as they circled 

overhead in the moonlight looking for a target. It was too passive a role for 

men keen to see action. 

The following is of interest as it is a report of action on 27/8 May. 

Meanwhile a runner from the Australians reported to Major Royal28 (28 

Battalion) with his Colonel's compliments and asked what they were going 

to do about the advancing Germans.29. The runner was told that the 

Maoris were fed up with being pushed around and were going in with the 

bayonet. Arrangements were being made with 19 Battalion on the left of 

28 Battalion to give covering fire, when another message came from the 

Australians asking the Maoris to wait a little and the Australians would be 

http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-010637.html
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WH2-21Ba-c4.html#fn4-101
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-022846.html
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-022846.html
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/tei-WH2-21Ba-c4.html#fn5-101
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-001167.html
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pleased to join them. The forward 

companies of  21 Battalion had scarcely 

lined the sunken road when they heard 

yells that could come only from Maori 

throats. It was a blood-stirring haka. The 

Australians produced a scream even 

more spine-chilling than the Maori effort, 

and the sight of the Maori 

Battalion charging with vocal 

accompaniment sent the whole line 

surging forward. The reserves were sent 

up, but most of them kept on going 

instead of stopping in 42nd Street. 

The forward elements of the enemy did not wait. They threw away their 

packs and ran. They were shot from the hip, and those who hid in the scrub 

were bayoneted. Some mortar teams that tried to get into action were 

overrun and dealt with. Patches of crop were trampled flat, drains were 

peered into and buildings ransacked. The chase went on for about half a 

mile without a prisoner being taken, before it was checked at a group of 

houses with rifles firing from every window. 

This was in the leadup to the withdrawal.  Tough fighting was needed to 

support it.  Philip  was taken prisoner in Crete in early June 1941, one of 80 

captured around the time of the withdrawal to Alexandria.   

Philip then spent four years in prisoner of war camps. While he seldom 

mentioned his time in Crete – although Patricia remembers him once 

saying that shooting the parachuting-in Germans was like slaughtering 

ducks, and all his life, he hated olives, saying he’d seen and eaten quite 

Figure 51 Philip in the mountains of Crete, 

1941 

http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-005118.html
http://nzetc.victoria.ac.nz/tm/scholarly/name-005118.html
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enough of them during the war – he did occasionally talk about the horrors 

of the POW camps. He was put to work in coal mines and quarries at 

various times – his later tuberculosis was probably the result of his time in 

the mines. He was missing the top section of the small finger on his left 

hand and this was the result of something that happened while he was in 

camp; either an accident, or possibly a deliberately inflicted injury which 

meant hospitalisation and an escape from the nightmares of the work 

parties for a time. After she read The Great Escape, Patricia asked him if he 

had ever worked in tunnels and he said that he had, but Patricia doesn’t 

think he was ever involved in an attempt to escape.  

To be completed 

Stalag VIII-D Teschen (modernČeský Těšín). The base camp at Lamsdorf 

was renumbered Stalag 344. 

Stalag VIII-B Lamsdorf was a German Army prisoner of war camp, later 

renumbered Stalag-344, located near the small town of Lamsdorf (now 

called Łambinowice) in Silesia. The camp initially occupied barracks  

built to house British and French prisoners in World War I. At this same 

location there had been a prisoner camp during the Franco-Prussian 

War of 1870-71. 

It was opened in 1939 to house Polish prisoners from the 

German September 1939 offensive. Later approximately 100,000 

prisoners from Australia, Belgium, British India, British 

Palestine, Canada, France, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, New 

Zealand, Poland, South Africa, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, the 

Isle of Man, the United States and Yugoslavia passed through this camp. In 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalag_VIII-D
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C4%8Cesk%C3%BD_T%C4%9B%C5%A1%C3%ADn
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_Army_(Wehrmacht)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prisoner_of_war
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C5%81ambinowice
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1941 a separate camp, Stalag VIII-F was set up close by to house the Soviet 

prisoners. 

In 1943, the Lamsdorf camp was split up, and many of the prisoners 

(and Arbeitskommando) were transferred to two new base camps Stalag VIII-C Sagan 

(modern Żagań and word missing 

 

Post War 

Philip came out of the war something of a skeleton, with tuberculosis (not 

diagnosed until a year or two later) and breathing issues which were to last 

his lifetime. His wartime health issues, combined with decades of heavy 

smoking, resulted in his early death at the age of only 57.   

After being liberated from the POW camps, Philip spent some time in 

England. He visited family, we think the family of his mother’s brother, 

Arthur Moss, always referred to by Philip’s mother as “our Arthur”. He was 

befriended by Arthur’s daughter, Dora. He then returned to Dunedin. It 

seems possible that he undertook some kind of carpentry training as part 

of his rehabilitation package; after his marriage, he always had a well-

equipped workshop and he was a skilled woodworker, able to build 

furniture and carry out quite advanced DIY projects. While living in 

Merrivale, he built a caravan from scratch, doing almost all the work 

himself. He also worked briefly as a gardener at the Ross Home (which was 

opposite his mother’s house in North East Valley), and there he met 

Elizabeth Allan, who was employed there during the university holidays. 

Philip enrolled at the University of Otago but was able to study for less than 

Figure 52 Pleasant Point Sanitorium 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stalag_VIII-F
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbeitslager
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a year before his tuberculosis was diagnosed. He spent the next 18 months 

in the Pleasant Point Sanatorium at Palmerston (north of Dunedin), where 

he was seriously ill and nearly died. Only the discovery and administration 

of the powerful antibiotic, streptomycin, saved his life. Elizabeth used to 

take the train from Dunedin to visit him.  

Philip suffered another bout of tuberculosis in 1963. This time he was 

hospitalised for only six 

months, at a sanatorium 

in Highgate, Dunedin. The 

family was living at 

Windsor in North Otago, 

and Elizabeth took over 

his teaching 

responsibilities at 

Windsor School while he 

was away. She did not 

drive at that time and had three young daughters to look after, so was able 

to visit him only twice in six months, when neighbours took her to Dunedin. 

Patricia, Janet and Robyn saw him again only when he joined the family for 

Christmas at Mayfield, just before he was discharged.  

After being discharged from hospital the first time, Philip entered Dunedin 

Teachers’ College and completed the one year accelerated course 

introduced for returned servicemen.   

Philip proved to be an excellent teacher and remained teaching until his 

death.  After a few years  as an assistant teacher at Green Island School in 

Dunedin, he was appointed (consecutively)  head teacher at two small 

rural schools: Merrivale, Southland, a small rural school northwest of 
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Tuatapere, 1956-1961, a sole charge position, although when the roll 

increased from time to time, Elizabeth became the infant teacher 

Windsor, North Otago, 1962-1978 – a two-teacher school 

In the last year of his life, he was deputy principal of Oamaru South School.  

While safe enough in the wide open expanses of rural Southland and North 

Otago, and okay in small town Otautau and Oamaru, Philip  was terrifying 

in the city; he had no idea of either of the rules or driving etiquette, but 

became enraged with every other car on the road. Elizabeth wisely was 

never taught to drive by him; in fact, she did not learn to drive at all until 

she was well into her 40s, and could afford professional instruction (her 

lack of a driver’s licence  must have made her isolated existence in 

Merrivale and later Windsor, particularly challenging). He did teach 

Patricia to drive when she turned 15 but would not allow her to sit for her 

licence (probably correctly; with no instruction in city driving skills, she 

would not have passed, and she was too immature anyway). Allan, an 

outstanding driving instructor, retaught her when she was 20, and she 

obtained her licence then, in Dunedin (Allan also successfully taught both 

his children to drive and drive very well).  Janet did not learn to drive until 

after marriage, and Robyn was taught by her then fiancé, when she was in 

her early 20s. 
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Marriage 

While at the University of Otago Philip met one 

Elizabeth Allan, 

partnering her 

to the Home 

Science Ball in 

1947 as shown.  

Although from 

very different 

backgrounds something definitely 

clicked and they were married on 22 December 1950 in East Taieri, thus 

giving all the family a special Christmas present!!  

Philip and Elizabeth’s address in Dunedin before their departure to 

Merrivale was 95 Maryhill Terrace in 

Mornington, Dunedin where Patricia 

Ann Rylance was born in 1952 and 

Janet in 1954.  At the end of 1952, 

Philip was advised that he met the 

requirements for a Teacher’s Certificate Class C requiring him to spend a 

year as a probationary assistant.  

 

Figure 53 Philip with Daughter Patricia 
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.Figure 54 Philip, Robyn, Janet, 

friend of Janet's, Allan at Windsor 
with Elizabeth's mini 1970ish 
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Philip was a classic handyman of the time with a well equipped workshop.  

He built the caravan pictured below. Additionally he was a great gardener, 

a hobby shared with Elizabeth and indeed his son-in-law. 

 

Philip and Elizabeth joined 

forces to stage amazing school 

concerts, both at Merrivale 

and at Windsor. They 

specialised in operettas: 

Cinderella is the one 

remembered best by the sisters, but there were others. Philip was an 

excellent director but a very hard taskmaster; no slacking was allowed and 

everything had to be of the very best. The singing was top class and the 

costumes (organised by Elizabeth) superb. Philip painted wonderful 

backdrops (Patricia helped one year at 

Windsor), and the lighting was also 

professional. The following poor 

photograph is one with their daughter 

Robyn performing. Philip was also an 

outstanding amateur actor and director. 

He and Elizabeth took part in several one-

act plays, mostly mounted as part of the 

activities of the Country Women’s Institute 

in Windsor (Elizabeth was an active 

member), or as part of the local regional competitions between small 

towns and districts which took place at that time. While Elizabeth was 

perfectly competent, Philip’s performances were on another level; Patricia 

remembers the admiring comments from one of the judges and the 
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spontaneous applause which greeted them at one of those competitions. 

As a director, Philip was again a perfectionist; he got very frustrated when 

others (and in small district, that was almost everyone else!) could not 

meet his high standards. Patricia’s love of theatre was developed at this 

time; almost the only part of secondary school she remembers with any 

pleasure were the house plays in which she took part in her 5th, 6th and 7th 

form years (she also directed the play in the 7th form, with some input from 

Philip). Her house was 2nd in her 5th form year, and won the competition in 

the 6th and 7th forms. 

Figure 56 Windsor theatricals mid 1960s 

Philip and Elizabeth taught Sunday 

School in Merrivale and Bible Class in Windsor, where they also organised 

Bible Class dances. Elizabeth taught ballroom dancing to the Bible Class 

students of Patricia’s time. Philip and Elizabeth had both been brought up 

in strict, religious families, Philip in the Anglican church and Elizabeth in 

the Presbyterian Church. They remained active and dedicated members of 

the Presbyterian Church after their marriage. Philip played the organ at the 

Windsor Presbyterian Church for many years. He was an accomplished lay 

preacher, at Windsor and in other churches in the parish, but also in 

Oamaru from time to time. His views tended to be somewhat rigid and 

socially extremely conservative, but his faith certainly sustained him in the 

Figure 55 The Rylance Sisters late 1970s, 

Windsor 
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last years of his life, when he was seldom well. He knew he would not live 

a long life, but he did not fear death.  

The Windsor church was just beside the school and opposite the school 

house. Both Patricia and Janet were married there.  

Family singing was a regular event. In Merrivale there was no piano, but 

instead an old organ, which possibly came from Nana and Rene. A piano 

appeared in Windsor and Philip could of course play almost anything by 

ear. Patricia and Robyn learned the piano from Mrs Direen, a neighbour 

and a qualified music teacher, and Robyn became very proficient. She later 

managed the music programme at various times at the schools where she 

taught. Patricia enjoyed it and could play a few tunes well but lost the 

facility after leaving home for university where she had no access to a 

piano. She was certainly the least musical of the family. Janet lasted only a 

few lessons on piano but became a good guitar player and also had voice 

training when she was a teenager. All three daughters could sing and there 

were many family singalongs, accompanied either by Philip or Robyn on 

the piano or Janet on the guitar. Philip and Elizabeth had sung a great deal 

when they were young – Philip, as we have seen had been a well-known 

boy soprano in Dunedin and Elizabeth had sung in church choirs – but their 

voices were damaged by heavy cigarette smoking over the years. Only 

when they finally gave up smoking for good in the 1970s (after a brief 

respite following Philip’s second spell in a TB sanatorium in the early 

1960s) did their voices recover enough for them to join the Oamaru Choral 

Society. Elizabeth remained a stalwart of the choir until her death, serving 

as president several times. Patricia and Janet sang duets at a few functions 

when they were teenagers, mostly Country Women’s Institute or church 

events. All three girls and a friend of Janet’s used to sing for pleasure, and 

occasionally at social events, accompanied by Janet on guitar. Janet and 
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Robyn sang Morning Has Broken as a duet while the register was being 

signed at Patricia and Allan’s wedding.  

 Over the years, it was always a laughing matter to have a Kiwi Elizabeth 

and Philip living at Windsor! That was the end of any similarities with the 

royal Windsors! 

Philip was not an easy man to live with. 

The damage caused by his painful 

childhood, compounded by his war 

experiences at an age when he was 

barely mature, made him a very difficult 

man, prone to angry outbursts which 

could be frightening. All the family tried 

to avoid making him angry; he hada very 

firm and rigid views on many subjects, 

and it was never wise to argue with him 

or try to change his mind as social mores 

changed. Philip always bitterly regretted his outbursts, and was convinced 

that he was the world’s worst father; Patricia remembers his abject 

apologies as being almost worse than the initial violence. Her most vivid 

memory of one of these episodes was when he struck her during a school 

lesson, causing her to fall to the floor; the cause she can no longer recall 

although she thinks it was because she was unable to do some educational 

activity. He sent her out of the classroom to his office, but then appeared 

himself and tried to comfort her, crying himself and desperately struggling 

to make amends. Patricia says it was dreadful. Neither she nor Philip coped 

at all well with the conflicting father/daughter, teacher/student 

relationship. Philip seems to have managed better with Janet and Robyn, 

both much better adjusted, but Patricia, the most like him, totally lacking 
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in social skills, a ghastly little prig, desperately trying to be like everyone 

else but with no idea how to do so and unable to make friends, was a real 

problem. Because she was clever, Philip had very high expectations of 

Patricia, and this was inclined to make her anxious, particularly over 

maths, Philip’s favourite subject. Patricia never recovered from this 

mathematical stress, which actually brought on her first migraine 

headaches, something she suffered from until her late 20s. She dropped the 

subject as soon as she could, after School Certificate. The fact that Patricia 

never had another teacher, either at school, Sunday School or Bible Class, 

until she went to high school, made that transition exceptionally hard. 

Although academically very successful, Patricia’s high school years were 

nevertheless the unhappiest of her life.  

Philip was socially very awkward and struggled to establish friendly 

relationships with people. He always felt that he could not become too 

friendly with particular school families in a small district, in case others felt 

ignored but it also suited him to avoid social events, apart from those 

related to school. He and Elizabeth did become friends with the McDonalds 

in Merrivale though; theirs is the only house to which Patricia can 

remember going for meals, and Philip and Patricia used to go to movies in 

Tuatapere with Mr McDonald and his eldest daughter, Heather. The 

McDonalds visited Windsor in later years, and they came to Philip’s 

funeral.  At Windsor, Philip and Elizabeth’s closest friends were first, Geoff 

and Joan Dalziel. After leaving Windsor School, they bought an old 

farmhouse from the Dalziels which remained Elizabeth’s home for the rest 

of her life; she probably could not have continued to live alone without the 

support of the Dalziels in her last years. Secondly, there were Keith and Jan 

Gawn, who were great entertainers; there were many parties at their 

house. Their eldest son was Janet’s first boyfriend!  Keith was chairman of 
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the Windsor school committee for years and was MC at both Patricia’s and 

Janet’s weddings. Apart from family, however, Philip and Elizabeth seldom 

entertained at home. Philip could be quite rude at times; this must have 

been very difficult for Elizabeth. He was certainly extremely rude to Allan’s 

parents on several occasions, something they understandably bitterly 

resented. He never seemed to like or particularly welcome Allan much; 

both very introverted, they were unable to have any kind of real 

conversation. He got on better with Cliff, largely because they had some 

interests in common and they also saw more of each other.  

In both Merrivale and Windsor, there were weekly trips to town (Otautau 

and occasionally, Invercargill from Merrivale and Oamaru from Windsor). 

These trips sometimes included meals at a café – usually fish and chips in 

Invercargill, but a more “up-market” meal in Oamaru: for many years, the 

family ate at the Grosvenor in north Oamaru every Friday night, sausages, 

eggs, chips, sometimes steak. The height of sophistication at the time!  

Allan has clear recollections of dinners at the Northside Tavern with great 

steaks! There was one more “sophisticated” meal recalled by Patricia; 

when she was named dux of Waitaki Girls’ High School in 1968, Philip and 

Elizabeth took her and her friend, Paddy, who was runner-up to dux, to the 

Brydone Hotel, the only “posh” restaurant in Oamaru then. Paddy brought 

her rather older boyfriend of the time, who ordered a bottle of wine; 

unheard of in those innocent days. That would have been Patricia’s first 

taste of wine! 

In many ways, Philip seemed the dominant partner in the marriage – 

Elizabeth never questioned his decisions, at least in front of the children, 

which they thought unfair at times, given his strictness and 

uncompromising views. Yet this was not necessarily the case. Philip was 

very conscious of his wife’s socially superior background and of her happy 
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family life, so unlike his own, and very aware that it was she who was the 

more stable and reliable parent. While he behaved very much as the pater 

familias, he also knew how dependent on her love and support he was. This 

dependence increased as his health worsened; it was his greatest dread 

that she might die first, leaving him alone. It is a great relief to know that 

this did not happen; Elizabeth led a productive and busy life for 19 years 

on her own; he could not have done so.  

Philip died suddenly on 26 December 1979, four days after his 29th 

wedding anniversary. He went to bed early after Christmas dinner, and 

Elizabeth found him dead of heart failure when she woke up in the 

morning. Janet and her husband, Cliff, and Robyn had been there for 

Christmas, but Patricia and Allan did not go south for Christmas that year, 

as Janet and Cliff were coming to visit them in Wellington immediately 

after the festivities. Philip was cremated and his ashes buried in the garden 

of their Windsor home. 

Elizabeth as Grandmother 

Although not perhaps a doting grandmother in the classic sense, she was 

nonetheless a wonderful grandmother, loving and tolerant.  Both Kilmeny 

and Georgina have great memories of her and of staying with her at 

Windsor.   
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Elizabeth was also a great 

mother-in-law. After an 

initial settling-in period, 

she and Allan got on 

extremely well, sharing, in 

particular, a love of 

gardening.  He was able to 

help her with the garden at 

her home in Windsor and even built an extra room for her. She was quite 

prepared to accept his introversion and the fact that he did many things 

differently from what she was accustomed to and made no efforts to 

interfere or steer events. Patricia thinks she was probably enormously 

grateful that someone was willing to take on her most difficult daughter, 

with whom her relationship was not always easy, and that they seemed 

happy together.  

. 

Elizabeth and the community 

Elizabeth taught intermittently throughout 

the marriage. Whenever the Merrivale roll 

grew too large for one teacher, she would 

called in as infant mistress (it was 

impossible to get an assistant teacher in 

such a remote spot). Both Janet and Robyn 

went to school long before they were five; 

Robyn must have been still in her carrycot. 

Elizabeth also taught at Windsor for two 

terms, when Philip was in hospital with TB. 

She also taught sewing, both at Merrivale and at Windsor. Patricia 
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remembers that she organised a fashion parade one year at Windsor as 

part of the end of year celebrations, with pupils wearing the garments they 

had made. She taught all three of her daughters to sew; in those days, most 

people made their own clothes, although Robyn never enjoyed it much. She 

and Janet were, however, good knitters and crocheters, skills Patricia 

never acquired. Janet also embroidered well and taught Kilmeny, who 

embroiders beautifully. 

After the children were off her hands, and she had started driving, 

Elizabeth gradually moved out of the home and into the community 

beyond Windsor. In a time of great teacher shortages in rural areas, she 

was encouraged by school inspectors to take up relieving in others school 

around North Otago, which she did while Robyn was still at high school. 

Eventually, she began a long period of service at Campbell Park School 

which necessitated a 45-minute drive each way. From 1972, Campbell Park 

School was for boys who could not be accommodated in special classes at 

their local school. Recommendations for admissions came from Social 

Welfare and the Psychological Service. Increasingly, admissions were 

for those who were regarded as educationally backward and who would 

benefit from residential care to improve their life skills (personal, social 

and emotional), as well as their behaviour. By the 1980s, most boys at the 

school were aged between 9 and 16 years, and had an average stay of about 

two years. They were regarded as backward or slow learners, and some 

had psychological, medical or physical problems. Most came from the 

North Island; many Maori boys were admitted to the school. Elizabeth 

seemed to thrive with such students and was always full of stories about 

them and their lives.74 Many years later, Janet would follow in her footsteps 

 
74 https://www.archway.archives.govt.nz/ViewFullAgencyHistory.do 

https://www.archway.archives.govt.nz/ViewFullAgencyHistory.do
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by undertaking a Masters degree in special education and working as a 

special education specialist, in schools and for a period, with the ICC. She 

is currently a special education co-ordinator with the Ministry of 

Education. Robyn too has special education qualifications, having 

undertaken courses while working as a teacher.  

Although she had taught for many years off and on, Elizabeth was not a 

qualified teacher; because she was engaged to be married, it was assumed 

after she graduated from university that there was no point in her going to 

teachers’ college. Accordingly, although she taught for year in Hastings 

before the marriage, it was as an unqualified and poorly paid assistant. All 

the terms she taught at Merrivale and Windsor School were similarly ill-

paid, and this continued when she began relieving and at Campbell Park 

School. When Catholic and other religious schools were incorporated into 

the state system, however, the government had to set up a procedure to 

provide for the many similarly untrained teachers who had served for 

many years in those schools. Elizabeth was able to apply for official 

recognition of her qualifications on the grounds of her university diploma 

and long years of experience. For the last years of her teaching life, 

therefore, she was finally paid as a qualified and registered teacher. She 

always said she applied because Philip would have wanted her to do so – 

he had always felt it was unfair, she said – but because she had a university 

diploma, she would perhaps have earned more than him. Patricia wonders 

how he would have coped with that! Elizabeth, while devastated at being 

widowed relatively young, took on a whole new lease of life after Philip’s 

death, despite being diagnosed with Type 2 diabetes a year or two later. 

Far more sociable and community-minded than Philip, she kept herself 

busy, both as a teacher at Campbell Park, and in many local organisations, 

especially those related to the arts. She was out several nights each week! 
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She “retired” at 60, when Campbell Park School closed, but continued to 

relieve at Windsor School for several years, and became a close friend of 

the then principal, Verna Chambers.  After she turned 65, she suffered from 

several health problems, including ever-worsening Type-2 diabetes, but 

this did not really slow her down. Although a fond grandmother, she 

preferred her own life to that of unpaid babysitter – and her diabetes 

became worse when she was stressed so she was reluctant to take on too 

much solo childcare.  

Janet and Kilmeny spent much time with her and she spent a lot of time 

with them in Dunedin but the longest time she spent with Allan and 

Patricia was three weeks after Geoffrey was born. The whole family 

(Elizabeth, Janet, Robyn and 

Kilmeny) came for a couple of 

weeks at Christmas after 

Georgina was born. Allan and 

Patricia left Georgina for a few 

days for the first time at 

Windsor, when she was just over 

3, after Christmas one year but 

this was only possible because 

Janet was there. After Patricia 

and Allan moved to Christchurch, 

Elizabeth visited more often, 

usually with Janet and Kilmeny. 

The best description of 

Elizabeth’s endeavours comes from other people’s views such as the one 

adjoining. 
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Obituary 

Elizabeth died suddenly, 19 years after Philip on 24 September 1998.  

Tragically she was on her own, suffering a heart attack brought on by her 

severe diabetes. She was able to use her pager to call her neighbours, the 

Gilmores, who got an ambulance quickly and got her to hospital and 

informed the family. Janet, Robyn and Patricia were all making 

arrangements to get to Oamaru when they were told she had suffered a 

further, more serious heart attack and had died.  She was buried in Block 

529, Plot 2 of the Oamaru Lawn Cemetery after a large funeral at Weston 

Presbyterian Church. A great woman of her time was the verdict of all! 

The following Obituary summarises her various contributions. 

 

Omitted from this was her membership of the Rose Society. 
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Rylance & Sons Paint 
Company 

 

Frederick arrived in NZ determined to resume his trade. He soon opened 

his doors as Rylance & Sons. 

RYLANCE & SONS, LIMITED, VARNISH, COLOUR, AND 

PAINT MANUFACTURERS, 

 CAVERSHAM, DUNEDIN. ’Phone 1942.  

 In making a visit to this establishment75 we were met with an astonishing 

business, recently commenced in New Zealand, and continued from one 

carried on in Lancashire, in the Old Country, for almost a century. The present 

manager has been engaged in the manufacture for over 50 years, the 

knowledge acquired having been handed down to him from his ancestors. 

 
75 https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19211115.2.153 

 

The Rylances were accomplished white lead and 

paint makers & brought their skills to Otago.  

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19211115.2.153
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This factory, which has a floor space of 10,000 square feet, is supplied with 

the best machinery for the production of paints, and for the.very varied 

requirements of the trade, as exemplified by the different classes of paints 

made, and we may say they specialise in every one of the articles turned out, 

but perhaps more particularly in Ferrosite red roof paint, farm red roof paint, 

and coloured paints for buildings of wood, iron, or cement, also for bridges, 

gasholders, and the plants of municipal authorities, corporations, hospitals, 

harbour boards, shipping companies and owners, railways, house painters, 

coach-painters, agricultural and machine makers, foundries, engineers and 

boilermakers. 

Putty is also made at these works, largely from materials which can be found 

in the dominion, and so obviates the importation of this very necessary and 

useful article.  

Varnishes are made for the many purposes for which they are used (the 

required plant being heated by both gas and fire), some from the well-known 

kauri gum and others from gums procured from different parts of the globe, 

including Africa, South America, the continent of Europe, and the Philippines, 

each gum producing a varnish adapted to a different purpose, for which they 

are most suitable. Linseed oil is also boiled and refined at these works.  

DRY COLOURS. These are of a peculiar kind. being chemical, metallic, 

natural, end carbon, and their manufacture necessitates great study, as in 

each case (we understand) they should be neutral in their mixable nature; 

however, in this short description it is impossible to define them precisely.  

This business is carried on under the supervision of the manager, who has 

had a life-long experience in manufacturing, and he is ably supported by a 

sub-manager, with a staff specially chosen for the work, so that both users 

and customers may rely upon getting the best of paints produced at the 
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lowest cost. The goods are packed in various sized containers to suit buyers, 

and may be obtained through the wholesale houses, or direct from the 

manufacturers- Phone 1942. 

The company seemed very successful and morphed in the Dominion Paint 

&Tar Company. 

Clearly there was no issue with the quality of their output as on 7 April 1926, 

the Otago Daily Times reported the company had won first prizes for crude 

tar, dehydrated tar and marine glue.  Expansion into Christchurch followed 

with a factory at Sockburn. The coverage on the left gives an indication of 

activity in 1925.76 

 
76 PRESS, VOLUME LXI, ISSUE 18473, 29 AUGUST 1925 
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The Christchurch company 

seems to have been successful, 

at least at first. The Dunedin 

factory branched into roading 

when Roading Constructors Ltd 

was inaugurated, with a capital 

of 100,000L. The company 

went public in May 1926 with 

the following 

advertisement:77 

The objects for which the 

Company is established are set 

forth in the Memorandum of 

Association, the immediate 

purpose being to engage in the 

work of constructing and 

maintaining highways, roads, 

and streets in any part of New 

Zealand on the latest and most 

approved methods. Copies of 

the Memorandum and Articles 

of Association of the Company, 

and of the above-mentioned 

Deed of Covenant executed by the Dominion Paint and Tar Products, Limited, 

may be inspected free of charge at the offices of the Company’s Solicitors 

 
https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19260501.2.119.5 
77  

https://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/newspapers/ODT19260501.2.119.5
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(Messrs Adams Bros., 179 Princes Street, Dunedin) at any time during 

business hours.  

FOUNDERS’ SHARES The Founders’ Shares have the same voting rights and 

the same right to Dividend as the Ordinary £1 Shares, and upon any return 

of capital or distribution of surplus assets in a winding up, will confer the 

same rights as the Ordinary £1 Shares, without regard in any case to the 

difference in the nominal value of the two classes of Shares. They have no 

further right to participate in profits or assets, and, apart from the power 

to appoint certain of the Directors (see below), have no special privilege 

with regard to the management or control of the Company. The Founders’ 

Shares have been fully subscribed by the parent Company —

The Dominion Paint and Tar Products, Limited—and the face value of the 

Shares will be payable by that Company in cash. While the Founders’ 

Shares will be fully paid to their face value of 10s, as calls are made by the 

Directors, the special rights attached to the Founders’ Shares are intended 

to make those Shares equivalent for all purposes to Ordinary £1 Shares, the 

extra value thus given being meant as & bonus or reward to the parent 

Company for the nucleus of the concern and for services rendered in the 

formation of this Company and in making preliminary investigations and 

preparations for the business of road construction. Except for the special 

rights mentioned above, which render the Founders’ Shares held by 

the Dominion Paint and Tar Products, Limited, equivalent to Ordinary £1 

Shares, no payment or reward of any kind whatsoever has been or will be 

given to any persons for service* rendered in the promotion of the 

Company. No fully paid shares are being issued for any purpose, and no 

plant, stock, or other property is being sold to the new Company, which 

will be entirely free to make its own selection of plant, stock, etc. 

The Dominion Paint and Tar Products,  Limited, shows its confidence in the 
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new Company by asking for no cash whatever for the Road Construction 

portion of its business and by committing itself to a monetary contribution of 

£SOOO by way of calls on the Founders’ Shares.  

BROKERAGE The Company will pay 

a commission not exceeding 5 per 

cent, on the amount thereof on all 

duly accepted applications for 

shares received from the Company’s 

brokers or other appointees. 

 DIRECTORATE  

The Articles of Association provide 

that the qualification of a Director is 

bo be the holding of 200 Ordinary or 

200 Founders’ Shares in the 

Company; and that the 

remuneration of the Directors shall 

be such sum as the Company in 

general meeting may grant, and that 

such remuneration is to be divided 

among them in such proportions as 

the Directors may determine. They 

also provide that two of the 

Directors, who need not be holders of 

any shares in the' Company, are to be 

appointed by 

the Dominion Paint and Tar 

Products, Limited as holders of the 
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Founders’ Shares. While the Board at the present time consists of five 

Directors, provision has been made that in the event of the Directors 

considering it desirable, Advisory Directors may be appointed in any centre 

on such terms and conditions as the Directors may decide. The Directors have 

power to appoint one or more of their body to be Managing Director or 

Directors, and may from time to time fix the remuneration of a Managing 

Director by way of salary, commission, participation in profits or otherwise. 

Among the present Directors, Messrs Gibson, Owen, and Paterson are also 

Directors of the Dominion Paint and Tar Products, Limited. TERMS OF 

PAYMENT 2/6 per Share oh application; 2/6 per Share on allotment; And the 

balance in calls not exceeding 2/6 per Share, and at intervals of not less than 

three months. Capital will be called up according to the work undertaken, 

but it is anticipated that it will not be necessary to call up more than 10/- per 

Share. None of the Shares have been or will be underwritten. 

Perhaps the company had over-expanded or perhaps it became an early 

casualty of changing times leading to the Great Depression.  For a while in 

the 1920s,  there were just the usual sort of court cases involving the 

company, claiming payment for various services, but by 1928 things had 

got more serious.  In September of that year, the main paint manufacturing 

side of the business had been closed and the plant auctioned.  On 25 

October, there was a Supreme Court case taken by the BNZ seeking some 

838L in overdraft and interest. 

Paint manufacturing was a very competitive industry in Dunedin, where a 

number of the long lasting paint companies were also in the market, 

including Bergers, Steelite, Aburn, and  Wrens.  That said, the huge 

expansion of the business, in particular the venture into roading, may have 

been a little beyond the capabilities of the Rylance brothers and father. 

Frederick’s move to Christchurch may have also left the Dunedin factory 
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without enough management experience. The Rylances may have been 

used by others who were effectively calling the shots. 

It is not clear when Thurstan left the business.  In 1928, though, he was on 

the Electoral Roll listed as an insurance agent. 

 

  

The right to vote 
 
One could argue that the resolution of this issue had a great  impact on our 

families  In early colonial New Zealand, as in other European societies, 

women were excluded from any 

involvement in politics. People – men and 

women – accepted the idea that women 

were naturally suited for domestic affairs, 

such as keeping house and raising 

children. Supposedly only men were 

fitted for public life and the rough-and-tumble world of politics!!  

Cartoon opposing women’s suffrage 

In the later 19th century, some women began to challenge this view of the 

world. New opportunities began to open for women and girls (especially 

those from wealthy or middle-class families) in secondary and university 

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/node/5148
https://nzhistory.govt.nz/node/5148
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education, medicine, teaching, nursing, and in church and charitable work. 

Attention soon turned to women’s legal and political rights. 

A movement emerges 

The suffrage campaign in New Zealand began as a far-flung branch of a 

broad late-19th-century movement for women’s rights that spread 

through Britain and its colonies, the United States and northern Europe. 

This movement was shaped by two main themes: equal political rights for 

women and a determination to use them for the moral reform of society 

(through, for example, the prohibition of alcohol). 

New Zealand’s pioneering suffragists were inspired both by the equal-

rights arguments of philosopher John Stuart Mill and British feminists and 

by the missionary efforts of the American-based Women’s Christian 

Temperance Union (WCTU). 

A number of New Zealand’s leading male politicians, including John Hall, 

Robert Stout, Julius Vogel, William Fox and John Ballance, supported 

women’s suffrage. In 1878, 1879 and 1887 bills or amendments extending 

the vote to women (or at least to female ratepayers) only narrowly failed 

to pass in Parliament. 

Kate Sheppard 

Outside Parliament the movement gathered 

momentum from the mid-1880s, especially following 

the establishment of a New Zealand WCTU in 1885. 

Skilfully led by Kate Sheppard, WCTU campaigners and 

others organised a series of huge petitions to Parliament: in 1891 more 

than 9000 signatures were gathered, in 1892 almost 20,000, and finally in 

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/?q=node/1164
https://nzhistory.govt.nz/?q=node/1164
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1893 nearly 32,000 were obtained – almost a quarter of the adult 

European female population of New Zealand. 

When Lord Glasgow, the governor, signed a new Electoral Act into law in 

1893, New Zealand became the first self-governing country in the world in 

which women had the right to vote in parliamentary elections. As women 

in most other democracies – including Britain and the United States – did 

not win the right to vote until after the First World War, New Zealand’s 

world leadership in women’s suffrage became a central part of our image 

as a trailblazing ‘social laboratory’. 

Many women from our families signed the petition78 including Dicks, 

Andersons, Cunninghams, Kirks, Kirklands and Allans.  The page at the end 

of this chapter shows the extent of input from Sandymount which was 

extensive and included Helen Dick (nee Eason) and Jean(nie) Dick. 

Margaret Huie Burn (first headmistress of Waitaki Girls’ High School) and 

her daughter were also signatories, as were the Kirk women at Mayfield.  

Helen Edwards79 has written an interesting account of the geographical 

approach used in Roslyn which almost certainly was similar to that used in 

Sandymount and the Otago Peninsula. 

 
78 There is a searchable version at - https://nzhistory.govt.nz/politics/womens-suffrage/petition - 
79 Helen Edwards, Women’s Suffrage Petition, 1893; a Geographical Interpretation. (full text 
available) 

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/politics/womens-suffrage/petition
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More than 90,000 New Zealand women went to the polls on 28 November 

1893. Despite warnings from suffrage opponents that ‘lady voters’ might 
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be harassed at polling booths, the atmosphere on election day was relaxed, 

even festive. At the close of the poll approximately two out of three adult 

women had voted. 

Even so, women had a long way to go to achieve political equality. They 

would not gain the right to stand for Parliament until 1919 and the first 

female MP (Elizabeth McCombs) was not elected until 1933 . 

 

Appendix: Otago Peninsula Sheet 
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WW 2: The Women’s 
War  

While it has been possible to individualise war experiences of men, it 

proved more difficult for the women in our families.  It was also hard to 

decide which generation of women to individualise, because women of all 

ages bore the responsibility for maintaining homes and farms, raising 

children, and assuming previously unfamiliar roles in employment. While 

employment and the continuation of essential industries may have led to 

exciting opportunities to move away from home and some measure of 

independence for young single women (a state previously only achieved 

following marriage), for most married and/or older women, the war was 

notable for its years of hard drudgery. 

For six years and more, lives were inconvenienced by rationing of petrol, 

food and clothing. There were shortages of power, food and coal (used as 

By December 1941, thirty per cent of the male population 

aged between eighteen and forty-five was in the armed 

services. At this time, the total population of New Zealand 

was about one million, six hundred and thirty thousand. 1 

Although we normally equate the war with battles and 

fighting, there is a good argument that it was won on the 

ground in New Zealand by the women who not only kept the 

home fires burning but also maintained the country’s 

overall economy. 

 

[CITE YOUR SOURCE HERE.] 
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a source of heating and to fuel coal range stoves for cooking); restrictions 

on lighting, train services and long distance travel; the cessation of home 

deliveries of bread and other products; and blackout regulations.  

 

Figure 58 Digging Trenches, Alexander Turnbull Tapuhi collection 

Women, in addition to taking on a lot of jobs previously undertaken by 

men, also served in the 

Air Force, Army and 

Navy in Europe and the 

Pacific. Whereas in 

September 1939, the 

female labour force was 

estimated at 180,000, by 

December 1943 there 

were 228,000 women 

employed on the home 

front and 8000 in the 

Figure 57 Landgirl from Te Papa 
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armed forces.80 The adjacent advertisement from 1944 is a good example 

of moving into non-traditional activities!81 

 HOME AND FAMILY 

In the period directly before the commencement of World War Two, New 

Zealand had not fully recovered from the effects of the Depression. Full 

employment had not been universally restored, and the philosophy of 

“making do” and “making ends meet” was still deeply ingrained. This 

ability to ensure that nothing 

was wasted and to make the 

best of what was available 

was to serve home managers 

well during the war. The 

workload of women at home 

was not eased by labour-

saving technology because 

much of it was unknown at 

this time. Many areas of the 

country had yet to be 

connected to electricity, and 

cooking had to be done on a 

gas or coal range. 

Refrigerators, washing 

machines, telephones and 

cars were not commonly found in working class or even middle-class 

homes. After the war started, women not only had to manage their 

 
80 https://digitalnz.org/stories/5cb8292d8d2a4e554e469bc4 

81 Alexander Turnbull Library. 

https://digitalnz.org/stories/5cb8292d8d2a4e554e469bc4
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workload unaided, but also take on the household responsibilities 

traditionally undertaken by men: managing the finances, mowing lawns, 

maintaining a vegetable garden, chopping firewood, and carrying in the 

coal, for example. “The old rigidly defined roles were no longer applicable 

as domestic responsibilities were widened to absorb all the tasks which 

men had usually accepted as their lot.”82 

The shortages that were to affect everyday life for seven years began to 

make an impact in September 1939, with the rationing of petrol. This was 

followed by shortages of paper, due to interrupted importation from 

Scandinavia and North America, and shoppers were asked to take their 

own paper and bags to grocers’ and butchers’ shops. Household china, 

glassware and enamel products became scarce early in 1941. 

In the clothing and textiles area,83 the importation of silk stockings ceased 

in 1940, a hardship more keenly felt in this era than it would be today, 

when very few women wore trousers and many employers insisted on the 

wearing of stockings in the workplace. Wool and cotton stockings were 

available but were considered a very inferior product to the desirable silk 

versions (Edmond, 1986; Taylor, 1986). Elizabeth Rylance spoke several 

times of the common practice among her friends of  darkening the legs with 

tanning lotion and drawing a black line down the back of the calf to denote 

a stocking seam (stockings were always seamed then). 

Threats & Responses 

By May 1940 the Germans occupied Norway, the Netherlands, Belgium and 

France, and Britain faced the direct threat of invasion. Although appalled 

 
82Ebbett, 1984, p.38).  

83 All the material in this section on clothing is drawn from Jan Hamon,  
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by events on the other side of the world, New Zealanders still felt far from 

the danger zone. But the sense of security was short-lived. German raiders, 

or armed merchant cruisers, were active in New Zealand waters, laying 

mines and attacking Allied ships. Their targets were the vessels that sailed 

to or from the country, transporting troops, freight and passengers. The 

raiders had some success: in the second half of 1940 they sank four ships 

in the seas around New Zealand, with the loss of more than 50 lives. 

One of the first domestic moves was to enforce a blackout.  It began in 

coastal areas of New Zealand in February 1941. Black curtains, paper, or 

even paint, covered windows in most homes. Outside, street lighting was 

dimmed, making life difficult through the winter nights that followed. 

On 7 December 1941, the tension rose dramatically. The Imperial Japanese 

Navy’s planes bombed Pearl Harbour, an American naval base in Hawaii, 

killing more than 2400 people and sinking five battleships. It was an act of 

aggression that caused the United States to join the war, to the relief of 

many New Zealanders, but the Pearl Harbour attack was also unsettling. 

Those who lived through that period recalled genuine fear. Speculation 

was rife about where the Japanese would land, and what they would do to 

New Zealanders. People in exposed coastal areas felt especially vulnerable. 

Trench digging, air raid practices and complex emergency planning were 

under way in every city. Gas masks were issued. Hospitals were ready for 

casualties. 

There was a belief that no real defence of the country would be possible. 

Some regarded the precautions against attack sceptically. But others 

remember taking them very seriously. Joyce Harrison recalled that the air 

raid practices in trenches at her school 'brought it home to us that 

something might happen to us'. 
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Invasion fear did not last for the entire war, as two crucial events brought 

some relief to New Zealanders. In May 1942, the United States Navy got the 

upper hand in the Battle of the Coral Sea, turning back Japanese forces 

attempting to seize Port Moresby in New Guinea. The following month, in 

the Battle of Midway – named after an island in the Central Pacific – further 

American success and turned the tide in the Allies' favour. United States 

forces destroyed four of Japan's aircraft carriers and the 'cream of the 

Japanese naval air crews'. 

Petrol rationing 

Rationing of essential goods began early in the war, and books of coupons 

for rationed goods became common possessions. The first place 

consumers felt the pinch was at the petrol pump, following government 

fears that disruption to shipping would block supplies of 'motor spirits'. 

Private motorists were hardest hit. At the beginning of 1940, the limit on 

petrol was 8 to 12 gallons (36 to 54 litres) a month, depending on the size 

of the car. By 1942, this amount looked generous, when the most petrol a 

private motorist could buy in a month was just 2 gallons (9 litres). It 

remained at this level for most of the war. 

Car owners had no choice but to accept restrictions on their mobility. 

Some, like the Maclean family in Paraparaumu, abandoned their vehicles 

for the duration. They parked their Dodge under a tree, and reverted to 

horse and cart for transport on the farm until the end of the war. Those 

who kept their cars running were on the alert for fuel. When Japan joined 

the conflict, motorists rushed to use all their petrol coupons. In Wellington: 

Califonts [water heaters], kegs, kettles, demijohns [large 

bottles], vinegar and whiskey bottles, tins of all 
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descriptions, and even a new dustbin were produced to 

hold petrol as all available coupons were handed in. 

The rationing of petrol outlasted the war and did not come to an end until 

May 1950.  

Although petrol rationing was undoubtedly a problem for farmers like the 

Kirks and the Allans and for those living outside the main cities, for at least 

some of our family, it would have been irrelevant. None of the Rylances 

drove a car, nor did the younger Dicks.  

Because of the petrol shortage, the attack on Pearl Harbour also resulted 

in good business for bicycle dealers. By midday on 16 December 1941, in 

the capital and the Hutt Valley: 

it was a matter of extreme difficulty to purchase either a 

man's or a woman's bicycle. One determined suburbanite 

visited five shops in Lower Hutt and Petone before he 

succeeded in making a purchase, and he was told it was 

the last machine in that shop. 

Rubber was also scarce and after Malaya and the Dutch East Indies fell to 

the Japanese, at the beginning of 1942, the shortage became critical, with 

90% of the world's supply of raw rubber in enemy hands. Tyres were 

reserved for priority use, and private motorists were again the last in the 

queue. The rubber shortage affected other daily necessities too. To get a 

pair of gumboots, dairy farmers had to prove they owned at least 12 cows. 
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Rationing of other consumer goods 

New Zealand’s first ration books (petrol coupons were always separate) 

were issued in April 1942, and on 27 

April rationing began, with sugar and 

stockings as the first items. Every 

woman over 16 years was entitled, 

once in three months, to one pair of 

fully fashioned stockings, of silk, art 

silk or cotton (Taylor,1986, p.760). 

An extensive list of items were in short 

supply from early 1941, including 

tyres, new cars, tools, plumbing 

fittings (including baths and sinks), 

cutlery, jewellery, and fancy biscuits. The demand for wool for Armed 

Services requirements led to a shortage of carpets, blankets, and knitting 

wool. 

In their homes, New Zealanders also learned to do without – or at least 

with less. From early in 1942, the regular cuppa had to be reconsidered, as 

first sugar and then tea were rationed. 

Keeping the people of Britain fed, with dairy and meat exports, was the 

impetus for a further round of rationing towards the end of 1943. From 

October, each person was allowed 8 ounces (225 grams) of butter a week. 

Despite this being four times the British ration, there was grumbling. West 

Coast timber workers wanted twice the rationed amount of butter, and 

threatened to strike for it. They got their way, and within a fortnight an 

extra 4 ounces a week was granted to them and their coalmining 

counterparts. 

Figure 59 Sample Ration Book - Te Papa 
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In 1942, new telephone installations 

were banned and the manufacture of 

some electrical items for civilian use 

was prohibited: radios, water heaters, 

irons, kettles and toasters. The most 

crucial shortage of 1942 was rubber, 

affecting the availability of tyres, 

gumboots and hot water bottles. Petrol 

and tyres were such valuable 

commodities that, in order to conserve 

stocks, home delivery of bread, meat, 

drapery and laundry was stopped, and 

the delivery of groceries was severely curtailed. For most women, these 

commodities now had to be collected, often on foot or by bicycle. The 

shortage of rubber led to the disappearance of elastic from the shops and 

from many garments. Underwear, women’s suspenders, and men’s braces 

and sock suspenders were affected by the scarcity of supply. 

Shopping at the butcher’s came under government control from March 

1944. Shiploads of meat were steaming to the people of Britain at the same 

time as United States forces in the Pacific needed feeding. Again, to keep up 

with these essential supplies, New Zealanders were rationed to about 2½ 

pounds (just over 1 kg) per week – two-thirds of what they were used to. 

The Americans in the Pacific also put a strain on vegetable supply. In the 

last four years of the war, they ate 137,000 tons of New Zealand vegetables. 

Mass production was increased and the Department of Agriculture did its 

bit too, starting a Services Vegetable Production Scheme. Farmland was 

taken over to grow potatoes and greens. Dehydration plants were built and 

canning factories and packing sheds extended. In communities and back 

Figure 60 Rationbook sample page: Te Papa 
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gardens, growing vegetables became part of the war effort. In 1943, the Dig 

for Victory campaign persuaded citizens to get their hands dirty. Radio 

stations offered practical advice on vegetable gardening and there were 

record sales of seeds and seedlings. 

Clothing & Rationing 

The rationing of clothes began on 28 May 1942 and persisted until the end 

of 1947. Adults and children were issued with books of coupons that could 

be exchanged for clothing, footwear, and materials. The allowance per 

person per year was fifty-two coupons; a new winter coat could use up 

twelve coupons of the allowance. Making do with the number of coupons 

allocated was not always the issue; often the goods were not available for 

purchase anyway (Ebbett, 1984; Taylor, 1986). 

As with tea and sugar, clothing coupons had to be cut from books by 

retailers, except for mail orders where they had to be fastened to slips 

showing the name and address of the sender. The numbers needed for each 

garment were published in trade lists, in newspapers, and on cardboard 

envelopes sold to protect the fragile ration books. As examples, from the 

yearly 52 coupons, a man’s three-piece suit took 16, a raincoat 8, woollen 

slacks 5, a jersey or cardigan 3, a shirt or blouse 2, pyjamas or a nightdress, 

4. A woman’s two-piece suit took 11, a fur coat 15 and a dress 4 (Taylor, 

1986, p.792). 

The number of coupons required for dress fabric was calculated in relation 

to the number and type of garments that the fabric would produce. 

Unrationed textiles included butter muslin, curtain net, curtains, canvas, 

and furnishing fabrics, and it was not unusual to see some of these fabrics 

made up into dresses or housecoats. Knitting wool was originally covered 
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by clothing coupons but, by 1943, separate coupons were introduced 

specifically for the purchase of wool (Nicholson, 1998; Taylor, 1986). 

Several of the dressmakers interviewed have confirmed that there were 

shortages of fabrics during the war. PF said, “Yes, it was terrible to get 

materials. You had coupons and your friends gave you coupons if you were 

getting married so you could get enough for a dress” (PF, personal interview, 

April 2003). PF also recalled that the war was responsible for creating a 

fashion for fabric or fabric covered hats. New felt hoods or straws were 

scarce, but a hat could be made from small pieces of fabric or an old hat 

remodelled by covering it with fabric. 

Women used to elasticated undergarments were forced to find ways to 

prolong the lives of their corsets. The New Zealand Woman’s Weekly 

assisted with an article entitled “Curing A Tired Corset”, which gave advice 

on how to mend splits in elasticated girdles and how to cope with corset 

bones or busks (New Zealand Woman’s Weekly, 25 November 1943, p.20).  

Wedding garments or fabrics seemed to be particularly difficult to obtain 

or allow for under the rationing system. Dressmaker DB recalls that she 

was delighted when friends of her husband, owners of a drapery store, 

gave them the cream satin for her wedding gown and enough green 

sprigged organza for the bridesmaids’ dresses, as a wedding gift. This 

saved their precious clothing coupons, although it did not please the 

bride’s sister, one of the bridesmaids, because she had a strong aversion to 

wearing green (DB, personal interview, May 2003). DS spoke of her good 

fortune in being in Evans’ drapery shop in Wellington just at the time when 

a bolt of white brocade was delivered.  

I had been looking for material for my bridal dress and I 

was just lucky to be in the shop at that time, and I bought 
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what I wanted then and it was 1/6 a yard. After the war, 

gradually they started to bring in more. There was always 

a certain amount in the shops but anything really special, 

like me, you were just lucky to strike (DS, personal 

interview, November 1999). 

JM made her own wedding dress of fine wool. 

It wasn’t a real bridal frock because it was during the war 

and people were very conscious of the fact that you didn’t 

spend money unwisely. But it was a beautiful frock and I 

loved it. It was a beautiful blue (JM, personal interview, 

June 2000). 

Some brides did not attempt anything like a wedding dress, but were 

instead married in a two-piece costume with a hat or, for those in the 

services, in uniform. 

 Mothers struggling to clothe growing children received some reprieve in 

January 1943, when an additional twenty-six clothing coupons were issued 

for every child from the ages of five to seventeen. The education of children 

continued during the war, despite the potential disruptions resulting from 

a shortage of teachers, equipment, and school buildings. The school milk 

scheme, started in 1937 to give each child free milk during the morning 

break, was continued during the war. Free apples were also distributed 

from 1941 to 1945, because the country was unable to export them as 

usual, due to a lack of refrigerated shipping (Taylor, 1986, p.1125; Keith, 

2001, p.224).  
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The New Zealand Woman’s Weekly rose to the challenge and published 

hints and provided patterns to assist home dressmakers to recycle clothing 

(Lynch, 2004, p. 84) 

Magazines were indeed full of 

advice to women to assist them to 

cope with their new 

responsibilities and with the 

ensuing shortages resulting from 

the state of war. A 1940 issue of the 

New Zealand Woman’s Weekly, in 

its editorial entitled “Battle Behind 

The Front Line”, reminded women 

that, “everything is valuable in a 

time of emergency.” Women were 

urged to save newspapers, metal 

products, rags, bones, soap scraps 

and candle ends (New Zealand Woman’s Weekly, 18 July 1940, p.1). In the 

same issue, the “Here’s A Hint” column (p.25) suggested making mittens 

from discarded men’s socks, “in these wool hungry days.” By 1941, the 

column had become “War Economy Hints” and readers were advised how 

to re-sole slippers with a piece of linoleum and how to make cheap curtains 

from bed sheets (New Zealand Woman’s Weekly, 4 December 1941, pp.30-

31). The New Zealand Home Journal, (10 June 1943, pp.34-35), included 

instructions on how to unpick men’s white flannel trousers and re-make 

them into working clothes for women or into a child’s coat, followed by 

more tips for unpicking and re-working old garments to re-use the fabric.  

Regulations affecting the design of clothing, intended to reduce the amount 

of fabric used and             the time and skill required to produce garments, 
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were introduced in October 1942. Manufacturers had pre-empted this 

approximately two months earlier, electing to simplify styles in women’s 

and children’s clothing voluntarily, in the hope that regulation could be 

avoided. It appears that women may have been expecting curtailment of 

sartorial excesses for some time. The writer of the social column in the New 

Zealand Woman’s Weekly signalled this in mid-1940, commenting: 

If the new clothes people were wearing at the Wellington 

Racing Club’s winter meeting at Trentham last week 

really were bought for “the duration”, as I heard so many 

affirm, then I must approve their choice. “Plain and good” 

describes the majority (New Zealand Woman’s Weekly, 18 

July 1940, p.15). 

However, the government decided that more stringent controls than self-

regulation were necessary. The regulations of October 1942 sought 

economies in the manufacture of outer garments for everyone except 

brides, pregnant women, and children under eleven. Clothing for women 

and girls could not have capes, hoods, double yokes, full sleeves cuffs or 

trouser pleats.  Men’s double breasted jackets were banned. 

Suits could only be two-piece and dresses could not have matching coats, 

jackets or boleros. Restrictions were applied to the production of full-

length dresses and beachwear. Skirt lengths were regulated to finish a 

specified distance from the floor and jackets must finish no more than ten 

and a half inches below the waist (Taylor, 1986, p.836). 

Women appeared to accept these dictates without protest. A Wellington 

draper suggested that this was because the regulations did not order skirts 

shorter than the current fashion and that business was likely to be diverted 
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from clothing manufacturers to drapers, for women would want to make 

what they could not buy (Dominion, 31 October 1942, p.8). 

Taylor (1986, p.836), reports that New Zealand men, like their 

counterparts in Britain, were the source of the greatest protest. 

Regulations applied to menswear did not allow for the addition of cuffs on 

trousers, a very unpopular move. Also, for men and boys, coats, jackets and 

waistcoats could not be double-breasted. Any unnecessary trims such as 

belts, pleats, pockets over a certain number, yokes, and buttons applied 

purely for decoration were not permitted. Trousers could not have pleats, 

extended waistbands, or ankle widths exceeding twenty inches. 

The main feature of womenswear throughout the war appeared to be 

“simplification without meagreness” (Taylor, 1986, p.840). Taylor reports 

that many day clothes shown in advertisements display few signs of 

wartime austerity. Patterns featured in publications such as the New 

Zealand Woman’s Weekly and the New Zealand Home Journal support this. 

Dresses incorporated pintuck and embroidery trims, pleated or gored 

skirts, shirtwaists with buttoned fronts, crossover bodices or bodices 

finished with appliqué or braid; all options that did not restrict design.  

There was more variety available than the advertisements might indicate: 

not all dresses were advertised, and for dressmakers and women who 

made their own clothes there was no limitation in style. There may not 

have been the variety of rich and colourful material that there used to be, 

but attractive materials were still displayed and could be made up at home. 

There was something of a cult in brightening up dresses with new belts, 

embroidery, changes of collar. Both home and professional dressmakers 

were making smart new clothes out of old ones, cutting up, turning, dyeing 

and joining new material to old. Home dressmaking classes, with special 
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advice on using remnants, were popular (Taylor, 1986, pp.840-841). Even 

underwear was made at home. 

It was in this environment that people such as May Jolly, and Doreen Dick 

and her friends flourished.  Elizabeth Rylance was still at school during the 

war but during her marriage (after having completed a home science 

qualification at university), made all her own clothes and those of her three 

daughters.  

Labour Control 

The government grip on civilians' lives tightened further at the beginning 

of 1942.84 Thousands of men leaving for war had left job vacancies in 

factories and other workplaces. To fill the gaps, 'manpower' regulations 

came into force. Now workers could be directed where they were needed. 

Compulsory registers were set up and in 22 centres throughout the 

country, the Manpower Office became the hub of working life. 

At first, all men between 18 and 49 had to get their names on a register. As 

jobs in essential industries grew, the net was cast wider, and over the next 

two years its scope expanded to men up to 70 years old. When the 

regulations were introduced, there was 'some hesitation' in making 

women register for manpower jobs. Only those who were 20 or 21 had to 

sign up. By 1944, this reluctance had disappeared, and all women between 

18 and 40 were liable to work where directed. 

Women who cared for children under 16 were exempt, but they were 

encouraged to volunteer if they could arrange childcare. For a while, 

 
84 https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/second-world-war-at-home/war-work 

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/second-world-war-at-home/war-work
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married women were exempt too, but by the end of 1943, a wedding ring 

made no difference to the local manpower officer.  

In the 1940s, making women do any sort of paid work was a break with 

tradition. It went against the belief that 'women's lives were best focused 

on private family and domestic matters'. By the end of the war, though, 

38,000 women had been sent to work where the government directed. 

They were invariably paid less than men. In October 1942, minimum 

weekly rates were fixed at £5 10s for men and £2 17s 6d for women. There 

was little resistance to the inequality. Sheila Smith worked in an orchard 

for 'about half' the rate of the men alongside her but felt there was nothing 

she could do about it. 

That's the way it was. Because you were a woman you got 

much less than the men. That was the accepted thing, that 

you are a woman and you just held out your hand and got 

your pay packet and were grateful for it.  

By the end of the war, more than 176,000 people were working where the 

manpower officer had sent them. The government retained its right to 

direct people into jobs until June 1946, nine months after the war ended. 

Communications 

WW2 was the 'radio war', with news provided directly from the BBC in 

London on the shortwave service. 'For the first time, New Zealanders were 

hearing about a war at first hand.' Many people listened to the BBC 

bulletins at the time of broadcast, on shortwave radio, while local YA 

stations recorded the bulletins for those without shortwave radio sets, and 

either rebroadcast or transcribed them, depending on the sound quality. 

Local news and other broadcast programmes were subject to strict 
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controls, in case they contained hidden messages for the enemy. Radio 

censorship was so tight that from December 1940, even weather forecasts 

were banned until the end of the war.85 

The only personal contact possible with New Zealand men and women 

overseas was through letters. Again, censorship interrupted any intimacy, 

but the mail still provided a vital link. The army recognised its effect on the 

morale of troops, and the head of the Postal Corps was told, 'in words that 

were not meant to be entirely jocular, that he was the only officer in 2NZEF 

who could at all times have all the men he wanted'. At home, mail was 

equally important for morale. 

Letters were not the only items filling the overseas mail bags.  New 

Zealanders were aware that their 'boys' were living a relatively Spartan life 

in the forces. Within a month of war being declared, the government set up 

the National Patriotic Fund Board to co-ordinate efforts for welfare of 

those serving overseas and at home. A complimentary booklet, Comforts 

for the men in the armed forces, gave advice about what to send, and how 

to wrap goods, along with a few knitting patterns and recipes. This was yet 

another thing for women to do!  The government provided some money, 

but provincial councils were also expected to raise funds. Local committees 

ran concerts and carnivals and, in a precursor to the telethon, radio got in 

on the act when 17 stations in the ZB network ran a telephone appeal that 

netted a massive £75,000 (equivalent to more than $6 million in 2011 

money). 

 
85 https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/second-world-war-at-home/challenges 

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/second-world-war-at-home/challenges
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Lingering impact 

Before leaving the subject of war and women, it is worth noting that of all 

the Commonwealth countries, New Zealand lost the highest proportion of 

its population in the Second World War. The chilling casualty figures speak 

for themselves: nearly 12,000 dead, more than 15,000 wounded and 8000 

captured.86 

Those at home usually learned the fateful news by telegram, often hand 

delivered. But communication was not always smooth. Immediately after 

the campaigns in Greece and Crete, the first battles in which New Zealand 

troops had fought, 2NZEF had some administrative problems. Lost records 

meant that there were delays before casualties could be confirmed. As a 

result, airmail letters of condolence from mates reached next of kin before 

the official telegram. After this, the army ruled that condolence letters were 

not to be written until the casualty appeared in the NZEF Times, the troops' 

newspaper. It is, however, 'doubtful the order was ever observed'. 

Unlike Australia, New Zealand did not bring its troops home from Europe 

after the Pacific war began. New echelons of troops were recruited to fight 

in the Pacific. Accordingly, when the war in Europe ended, there were still 

58,000 Kiwis serving overseas, most with 2NZEF in Italy and the Middle 

East. Over the following months, families and friends waited patiently as 

troopships brought them home. 

For the engaged and married, post-war reunions were often followed by 

times of adjustment. Although there was a record number of marriages in 

1946, the same year also saw a peak in the figures for divorce – nearly 

double the rate for 1940. There had to be stated grounds for divorce, and 

 
86 Op cit 
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in 1947 and 1948, the most common one cited, by both men and women, 

was 'separation for more than three years'.87 Alongside that, in 1947 there 

was a record number of nearly 50,000 births registered! 

Even those who remained married after their husbands returned from war 

found there were changes to absorb. Other families endured long-term 

consequences of the conflict. Of the men who came home, 15,000 returned 

with physical injuries. And there were also those less visibly damaged. In 

the 1940s, the term used to describe psychological and psychiatric war 

wounds was 'anxiety neurosis'. Today, some of the men labelled in this way 

would be said to have post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The 

symptoms of PTSD can include nightmares and flashbacks, irritability and 

outbursts of anger, emotional withdrawal and depression. There was more 

understanding of psychological damage by authorities than had been the 

case after WW1 (when “shell shock” was conflated with cowardice and no-

one was prepared to admit that it was an issue). By December 1949, the 

War Pensions Branch had a total of nearly 7600 'neurosis' cases, placing, 

'a great strain … on the shoulders of the doctors'. Nevertheless, 

psychological damage was often very difficult for friends and family to 

manage. These people had never lived or served in a war zone, and could 

have little comprehension of the traumas faced by their husbands and 

fathers. Philip Rylance and Eric Duncan Sargison were both victims of the 

war. In the 1980s, Patricia Rylance gave her mother, Elizabeth, an 

academic article about psychological damage and stress among returned 

soldiers, which she read it with interest. She said that she wished she had 

known more about the traumas of war at the time and had been given more 

 
87https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/second-world-war-at-home/back-home  

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/war/second-world-war-at-home/back-home
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understanding of how to cope with the impacts of a severely traumatic and 

damaging experience.  
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Other interesting 
connections 
The Aitkens –  

Edward Aitken’s 

(see Error! R

eference source 

not found. ) nephew 

by his brother, 

William Aitken and 

Elizabeth Towers, 

was Professor 

Alexander Craig 

Aitken (1895-1967), a famous mathematician88 –  

 
88 http://www-history.mcs.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Aitken.html 
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Alec Aitken's family was Scottish on his father's side and English 

on his mother's. Alec's mother, Elizabeth Towers, emigrated with 

her family to New Zealand from Wolverhampton, England, when 

she was eight years old. Alexander Aitken, Alec's grandfather on 

his father's side, had emigrated from Lanarkshire in Scotland to 

Otago in New Zealand in 1868, and began 

farming near Dunedin. Alec's father, William 

Aitken, was one of his fourteen children and 

William began his working life on his father's 

farm. Later, he became a grocer in Dunedin. 

William and Elizabeth had seven children, 

Alec being the eldest.  

Alec attended the Otago Boys' High School in Dunedin, where he 

was head boy in 1912, winning a scholarship to Otago University 

which he entered in 1913. Surprisingly, although he had amazed 

his school friends and teachers with his incredible memory, he had 

shown no special mathematical abilities at school. He began to 

study languages and mathematics at university with the intention 

of becoming a school teacher but his university career was 

interrupted by World War I.  

In 1915, he enlisted in the New Zealand Expeditionary Force and 

served in Gallipoli, Egypt, and France, being wounded at the battle 

of the Somme.  To the soldiers on the shores of Gallipoli, he was 

known for his violin. 

Alec was gifted the violin by a friend who had won it in a raffle on 

board the ship to Egypt. He played it almost every night in the 

trenches, bringing the power of music to the soldiers who were 
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surrounded by the sadness of war. When his E string broke, he 

made a new string out of field telephone wire. When Christmas 

came along, his concerts included ‘The First Noel’ - accompanied 

by a choir of soldiers. 

It was hard work for Alec trudging through mud, carrying his 

heavy soldiers’ pack as well as his violin case. Luckily, he had 

friends who loved the music so much that they took turns with the 

violin, making sure it was always safe. 

One night during combat, Alec was injured and sent to hospital. 

When he recovered and was sent back home to New Zealand, he 

thought the violin was lost forever, but it followed him home. The 

violin is still on display at Otago Boys’ High School, a reminder that 

the even smallest things, like a silent concert, can make the biggest 

difference.89 Aitken continued to play the violin all his life and 

composed music to a very high standard. A professional musician 

noted: Aitken is the most accomplished amateur musician I have 

ever known. 

The Somme – through Alexander Aitken’s eyes 

 

Badly wounded on the Somme during 

the Battle of Morval (25-27 September 

1916),  Alexander Aitken managed to 

drag himself back through no-man’s-

land to safety: 

 
89 https://www.walkingwithananzac.co.nz/alexander-craig-aitken 

https://www.walkingwithananzac.co.nz/alexander-craig-aitken
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Bullets still hissed above my shell-hole, a raised hand would have been 

perforated at once; it was out of the question to think of crawling back. 

I saw the head and shoulders, and once or twice the hands also, of a 

field telephonist running forward from shell-hole to shell-hole and 

unrolling his wire; he was still unwounded as he drew level with my 

crater and passed behind me towards the front, but I fear he could not 

long have remained so. 

Soon afterwards I was myself forced to move, by noticing amid the 

uproar a regularity, a periodicity, in a particular type of explosion. I 

watched carefully, and saw that shells from a 5.9 or 4.1 howitzer were 

coming closer every two minutes, apparently in a straight line. When 

first seen, their burst seemed close to the part of Goose Alley, perhaps 

500 yards back, where we had emerged and strung out. I visualized the 

German gunners lowering their howitzers by a fraction of angle each 

time; I reckoned that in about ten minutes one of these shells would fall 

near my crater, possibly on it. Being blown to pieces or killed by blast 

seemed worse than the machine-guns. Using what cover I could, I 

crawled from my shell-hole over to our original right, now my left, out 

of line of fire. This brought me in a few minutes to the Factory Corner 

road again, at a point some 200 yards to the original right of Goose 

Alley, which I could trace by its thrown-up earth at that distance down 

the road…. The road here and the ground to either side were strewn 

with bodies, some motionless, some not. Cries and groans, prayers, 

imprecations, reached me…. Yet there is something to be confessed. 

Under the strictest eye of truth, my sympathy for these men at that 

moment was abstract almost to vanishing point. I deduced their pain, I 

know I should feel it as grievous beyond measure; but I was still wholly 

mathematical, absorbed in the one problem, whether pairs of 
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consecutive explosions of those howitzer shells showed the slightest 

difference in direction. It seemed to me that they did. Soon two 

successive bursts straddled the road. I could not raise my head to look, 

but judged that the later one must have landed very close to the shell-

hole I had first occupied…. 

About 4 p.m. the sky clouded over and drizzle fell. I angled for a German 

waterproof sheet a yard away, and this, though riddled with bullet-

holes, gave me some shelter…. There was nothing for it but to wait until 

dark, when, if machine-gun fire should die down, I might hope to crawl 

back overland to somewhere near the starting-point of our attack, 

where the trench would be occupied by the 10th Company and would 

be in better repair. The distance would be about 500 yards… 

About 8 p.m. the rain had stopped, the sky had cleared; in the dusk I 

could just distinguish our observation-balloons. The stars shone in a 

moonless night, the Great Bear swinging low with the Pole Star above. 

I turned my back on them, fixed south by other constellations and began 

the long crawl, leaving behind the water-bottle but hanging Fitt’s 

binoculars (which I later returned to him in 1st London General 

Hospital, Camberwell) round my neck. 
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It was thus that I ended my active service, so slight, unimportant, and 

uneventful compared with that of hundreds of thousands of others who 

went through such things over and over again, who saw three or four 

years where I had seen less than one. From 

shell-hole to shell-hole I side-crawled on 

left elbow and knee; perhaps taking three 

to four hours – though I had ceased to 

consult the luminous wrist-watch, now 

daubed with mud. Many times I was 

tempted to curl up and wait for the 

stretcher-bearers, but I crawled the few 

yards farther, rested, and crawled again. 

The accurate memory that I have retained of my active service flags 

and blurs a little here, but at length I saw outlined, in black against the 

rain-washed night sky, the figures of two men on a mound, digging. I 

recognized them, Alf Ellis of my old section and Lou Mylchreest, a 

Manxman, also of the 10th Company, which had evidently come up from 

supplies to hold the line…. 

 

An indefinite time later, after midnight, I came to and found myself 

propped up on a ledge cut in the side of the trench, no longer troubling 

to identify the constellations above; they had served their turn. My mind 

was at rest; the long responsibility had ended90.  

 
90  Alexander Aitken, Gallipoli to the Somme, 1963, pp. 170-3 available as ebook edited by Alex 
Calder. Also see https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/video/alexander-aitken-great-war-story  

https://nzhistory.govt.nz/media/video/alexander-aitken-great-war-story
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Post War 

His war experiences were to haunt him for the rest of his life. After three 

months in hospital in Chelsea, London, he was invalided back to New 

Zealand in 1917. The following year, he returned to his university studies, 

graduating in 1920 with First Class Honours in French and Latin but only 

Second-Class Honours in mathematics, in which he had no proper 

instruction. In the year he graduated, Aitken married Mary Winifred Betts 

who was a botany lecturer at Otago University. They had two children, a 

girl and a boy.  

Aitken followed his original intention and became a schoolteacher at his 

old school, Otago Boys' High School. His mathematical genius bubbled 

under the surface and, encouraged by R J T Bell, the new professor of 

mathematics at Otago University, Aitken won a scholarship to study for a 

Ph.D  in Scotland in 1923 under Whittaker. His doctoral studies focused on 

an actuarially motivated problem of fitting a curve to data which was 

subject to statistical error. His Ph.D. thesis was considered so outstanding 

that he was awarded a D.Sc. for it in 1926. Aitken had already been elected 

a fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh in 1925.  

He was also appointed to the staff of Edinburgh University in 1925 where 

he spent the rest of his life. After holding lecturing posts in actuarial 

mathematics, then in statistics, then mathematical economics, he became 

a Reader in statistics in 1936, the year he was elected a Fellow of the Royal 

Society. Ten years later, he was appointed to Whittaker's chair.  

Aitken's mathematical work was in statistics, numerical analysis, and 

algebra. In numerical analysis he introduced the idea of accelerating the 

convergence of a numerical method. He also introduced a method of 

progressive linear interpolation. In algebra he made contributions to the 

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Whittaker.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Societies/RSE.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Societies/RS.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Societies/RS.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Whittaker.html
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theory of determinants. He also saw clearly how invariant theory fitted 

into the theory of groups but wrote that he had never followed through 

his ideas because of:- 

 

... various circumstances of anxiety, or duty, or bad health 

... I have observed my talented younger contemporary 

Dudley Littlewood's assault and capture most of this 

terrain. 

Aitken wrote several books, one of the most famous being The theory of 

canonical matrices (1932) which was written jointly with Turnbull. With 

Ernest Rutherford he was editor of a series of the University Mathematical 

Texts and he himself wrote for the series Determinants and matrices 

(1939) and Statistical Mathematics (1939). In 1962, he published an article 

very dear to his heart, namely The case against decimalisation.  

In describing his period of recovery from a small operation in 1934, Aitken 

wrote:- 

The nights were bad, in the daytime colleagues and other 

friends visited me, and I tried to think about abstract 

things, such as the theory of probability and the theory of 

groups - and I did begin to see more deeply into these rather 

abstruse disciplines. Indeed I date a change in my interests 

and an increase in competence, from these weeks of 

enforced physical inactivity. 

Aitken describes the reaction of other mathematicians to his work:- 

... the papers on numerical analysis, statistical mathematics and the 

theory of the symmetric group continued to write themselves in 

javascript:win1('../Glossary/determinant.html',400,250)
javascript:win1('../Glossary/invariant_theory.html',400,250)
javascript:win1('../Glossary/group.html',400,250)
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Littlewood_Dudley.html
javascript:win1('../Glossary/matrix.html',400,250)
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Turnbull.html
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Mathematicians/Rutherford.html
javascript:win1('../Glossary/probability_theory.html',400,250)
javascript:win1('../Glossary/symmetric_group.html',400,250)
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steady succession, with other small notes on odds and ends. Those that 

I valued most, the algebraic ones, seemed to attract hardly any notice, 

others, which I regarded as mere application of the highly compressed 

and powerful notation and algebra of matrices to standard problems 

in statistics or computation found great publicity in America... 

Colin M Campbell, a colleague of the authors of this archive at the 

University of St Andrews, was a student in Edinburgh in the early 1960's. 

He writes:- 

 

Professor Aitken's first year mathematics lectures were 

rather unusual. The fifty minutes were composed of forty 

minutes of clear mathematics, five minutes of jokes and 

stories and five minutes of 'tricks'. For the latter Professor 

Aitken would ask for members of the class to give him 

numbers for which he would then write down the 

reciprocal, the square root, the cube root or other 

appropriate expression. From the five minutes of 'stories' 

one also recalls as part of his lectures on probability a 

rather stern warning about the evils and foolishness of 

gambling! 

In fact, Aitken's memory proved a major problem for him throughout his 

life. For most people memories fade in time which is particularly fortunate 

for the unpleasant things which happen. However, for Aitken memories did 

not fade and, for example, his horrific memories of the battle of the Somme 

lived with him as real as the day he lived them. He wrote of them in [2] near 

the end of his life. These memories must have contributed, or perhaps were 

the entire cause, of the recurrent ill health he suffered.  

javascript:ref('%3e','%20A%20C%20Aitken,%20%3ci%3eGallipoli%20to%20the%20Somme:%20Recollections%20of%20a%20New%20Zealand%20infantryman%3c/i%3e%20(Oxford,%201963).','%3c',2)
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Unfortunately, this was all too typical of the situation many veterans found 

themselves in – and doubtless still do – with no support. 

Collar writes:- 

These black periods must have been harrowing in the 

extreme, but were borne with great fortitude and courage. 

The illness eventually led to his death. The book, which he wrote to try to 

put the memories of the Somme behind him, may not have had the desired 

effect but the book did lead  to Aitken being elected to the Royal Society of 

Literature in 1964.  

.  Article by: J J O'Connor and E F Robertson91 

Winnie Betts 

Aitken’s wife was perhaps even more interesting than he was himself. She 

was the first botany lecturer at the University of Otago. Winnie Betts was 

just 25 years old when she commenced her new position at the beginning 

of 1920.  Born in Moteuka, she was educated at Nelson College for Girls, 

receiving a University National Scholarship in 1911. She then came to 

Otago, graduating BSc in 1916 and MSc in 1917. She was clearly one of the 

more capable students of her era, and by 1915, her tutor Professor William 

Benham had selected her as a demonstrator in biology. On completing her 

MSc, she received a National Research Scholarship;  one was awarded at 

each university each year. This provided her with an income of £100 a year 

along with lab expenses so she could carry out independent research. In 

1919, at a lecture to an admittedly partisan audience in Nelson, 

 
91 http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/history/Biographies/Aitken.html 
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distinguished botanist Leonard Cockayne described Betts as “the most 

brilliant woman scientist in New Zealand.92  

In December 1920, Winnie Betts married another 

brilliant Otago graduate, the mathematician, Alexander 

Aitken.93 They had two children together, but Winnie 

did not stop working, continuing to teach and research 

in the botany department until 1923, when her 

husband won a scholarship to undertake mathematical 

studies in Edinburgh. Sadly, her own career was 

brought to a full stop by the move to Scotland, where the couple remained 

for the rest of their lives. Such was the fate of all too many highly intelligent 

and capable women in the early 20th century around the world!   

  

 
92 This section comes from https://blogs.otago.ac.nz/thehockenblog/2014/09/08/winifred-betts-
botany-pioneer/ 
93 He was the nephew of the husband of 1st cousin 2x removed of  Craig & Allan Sargison.  

Figure 61 Winnie Betts 
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